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If you're not paranoid, you must be one of them.

I

f it's true that we get the politicians we deseive is it also true
that we get the SF we deseivel Look at the popular face of SF at
the moment and you will see a rather ugly reflection, probably
hiding around the corner and pretending it doesn't know what
you're talking about, and anyway, has a perfectly good alibi. The
sheen of the glossy future SF once confidently expected has
become very tarnished. The only sense-of-wonder in shows such
as The X-Filcs is that the characters suivive a single episode, let
alone several series. Mainstream SF currently has one oveMiding
concern, and it is far from any of the definitions which for years
have scived for what SF is and what it is about. That concern is
fear, more specifically, paranoia. Paranoia born of confusion,
doubt, and above all mis1rus1.
Once upon a time you knew where you stood. We were the
ones who looked like us, and they, the aliens, came from
somewhere else and didn't. They came in rockets, they came in
silver ships. They had the wrong number of tentacles and
defini!ely 1he wrong skin colour. Yet by and large they did play
fair . They might have had better weapons, but they knew the rules
and they stuck to them. The invasion came in che open and led to
a good old fashioned stand-up, knock-down fight. In the end
decency, ingenuity and courage won the day and we sent the
nasty interstellar vermin packing, safe in the knowledge that
Britannia, or at least Uncle Sam ruled the spaceways.
So they, the aliens, got sneaky. They started to come quietly
and to took like us. Although this saved a fortune in special-effects
and stopped the audience laughing at men-in-rubber suits, that
was not !he only reason for this transformation. It may have even
just been an unexpected dividend. We all know now because
we've read the theory often enough tha t it was to do with the Cold
War; the paranoid fear of a secret infiltrator. The Red under the
Bed. The commies sure looked human, but that only made the
threat of their godless anti~American col lectivism all the more
disturbing. At least they still came from somewhere else. You
could still trust one of your fellow country men or women, even if
in Quatermass 11[19551 the aliens started to take over the Briti~h
establishment.
Something very radical has happened since. It's there week
after week in the biggest genre show of the '90's,Tlle X-Files.
Trust no one. The very government, the defenders of Truth, Justice
and the American Way are now insidious collaborators with
malevolent aliens whose purpose remains a mystery wrapped in
an enigma. All we know for sure is that no good can ever come of
it.

It's there, albeit in a tongue-in<heek way in the biggest
American box-office hit of lasl year. Men in Black was built
around the simple conceit that not only have the aliens, good, bad
and indifferent been here for years, but the US government even
has a specia l department set-up to regulate them. As the movie
acknowledges, some of our most famous citizens are aliens.
The paranoia has crossed the Atlantic and infiltrated the ITV
network's recent foray into 'serious' SF. Screened last autumn, the
fou r part serial The Uninvited updated the Quatermass II formula
with a very contemporary dose of distrust. Again the aliens are
here, they look just like us, because this time they're not even
really alien. They are us, but changed, unknowable, cold. They
have penetrated the government and commerce to the highest
level. They manufacture the computer operating system that
everyone uses. They can assume control of any PC over the net in
a moment. They can cause nuclear meltdown at the press of a
key. Tile Uninvited was bad SF as Science Fiction, but that wasn't
the point. As an exercise in paranoia it was compelling, thrilling,
chilling nonsense.

What are all these popular manifestations of SF saying? They
are certainly capturing a mood of the time. On one level they
suggest a distrust of what we assume, what we think we know, on
a fundamental level. That we distrust our very own minds, that we
have become alienated from the world we thought we knew.
Once there was a rough consensus as to the nature of 1he world
and it's ordering, but that has long ago evaporated. There are no
accepted givens anymore, even science itse(f has recently come
under attack as just one specialized way of looking at the world.
As science facilitates ever more fantastical technology who knows
what is possible, what might be happening behind laboratory
doors/ Just what the truth about anything at all might be? The
media feed this speculation with gleeful dire warnings, tcchnobabbled pseudo-science and New Age nonsense. The edges of the
world are as blurred now as they were before Columbus set sail.
This same anxiety drives the endless conspiracy thrillers which
once dominated the best-seller lists and TV shows, and still do to a
lesser extent. The very sad fact is that no intelligent person now
trusts anyone in authority. Figures who would once have been
respecled and now almost automatically regarded with contempt.
No one believes a word a government minister or spokesperson
says. We automatically look for the lie, the evasion, the cover-up,
and we do so with good reason, as any perusal of a decent
newspaper or quality news program reveals. The truth is always
out there, but too late, after the knighthoods have been given, the
pay-offs taken, the damage done and the bodies buried.
So what does this say about us and our society? After all, we
put the liars into power, or at least, we allow them to stay there
even when we know they are rotten to the core. Is it because we
don't think anyone else would be any better? !s it because we
think all people are like that. that we really do trust no one? Do
we no longer expect truth, decency, honor, because we no longer
believe in them? That this is human nature with our rose-tinted
blinkers off? Or is the even less palatable answer tha! we deseive
the politicians, the leaders, popular SF shows we get because we
our~elves have become untruthful, indecent and dishonorable?
That paranoia is endemic because dishonesty is too? It may be so:
according to a recent suivey almost half of women aged between
18-34 said they were prepared to lie to get what they wanted,
compared to around 20'%. of women aged over 34. Then again,
some were almost certainly lying
Is there any hope? Even inBabylon 5, by far the best SF show
on TV in so many ways, suggests that the greatest, most deadly
enemy to man is man. In the fourth season, recentl y finished
showing on C4, an earth government turns against mankind
explicitly using all the lies, conspiracies and media manipulation
of The State as depicted in/984. What made Babylon 5 different
was the insistence that our heroes, an old fashioned word, be
better than our villains, that they be honest, that the voice of 1he
resistance scrupulously stick to the tru th, or else, what would they
be fighting forl
We can't expect honesty and truth from our leaders unless we
are pre pared to be as honest and as truthful ourselves. That, of
course, means making some tough decisions about not
compromising. It also means not doing things you'd prefer other
people not to know about. But perhaps all the conspiracy shows
arc themselves part of a conspiracy, one to alienate us from
ourselves, to make us distrust, fear, doubt. To make us feel so
disenfranchised against the overwhelming faceless powers-that-be
that we do nothing to slop them, just sit at home and watch the
end of the world. Terrify the subject population then divide and
rule. It worked for Big Brother and it's the oldest trick in the book.
If the aliens are already here, they're running network TV.
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Corrections and Clarifications
Due to pressure of space, the complete bibliographies were
omined from the articles on Mary Shelley in Vector 196:

LETTERS TO VECTOR
In response ro Gary Dalkin 's editorial in Vector 19.J, Gary
Wilkinson wroce in a letter in Vector 196: ·anrho/ogres have
always been diff,cu/t lo publish and sell'. Cary Daikin suggested
1ha1 'the old pulps' were anthologies, and wenl on to note a
number o( anthology series which have 1hrived in the past. Now
Cary W1lk1nsoll writes again:
Fro m: Ga ry Wilkinson, South With;1m, Grantham
Regarding your comments about the sale of short-story anthologies
in the past. My mistake - I should have made it more obvious that
I was talking from my point of view as a consumer of sf over the
last twenty years, during which time short-story compilations have
not been as popular or nume rous as they once were.
I still think, as others have said, that some of the best sf I have
ever read has been published recently and it is easy to forget that
not everything in the past was uniformly excellent. The problem,
of course, is if the good stuff is entirely swamped by the mediocre.

Andre w M. Butler replies: Or, mdeed, swamped by the crap. Eeh,
we//, you're obviously too young to remember the days of
purchasing rhe latest copy of Popular Electrics from the s1.1r 1on
book stall (we're ralkmg pre-Beeching), each issue of wh,ch would
contain a classic by John Lymmillgton or Avram D.:widson or John
Bcn)•on I-lams Parkes Lucas Harris Wyndham Tom CobleighAnda/1. Accually, so am I. True, no! everything in the past was
excel/em (seek out 1he nearest Badger Book from ihe Rev. Lionel
Famhorpe), but hopefully we're oble to forget 1/ie dreck as the
passage of time, er, passes. lf'5 dreadfully hard 10 pick our whai
will be a dame from today
On rhe 01her hand, ii would be extremely difficult for
toda y's youngs/er 10 get any grip Oil what was excellent and
published twent y, th,rly or even forty years ago. To take a /elter ar
random, how many books by Sladek, Simak, S1urgeon or even
Shaw would you find in your .iver.ige Waterslone 's or Ot1aker'sf
Remarkably 1here was a sec of Dunes available for sale in the
wake of Waterstolle's poll of 1he century, bul would you have
been able to fmd a copy of The Space Merchants had that been in
the charc? Dick comes in and out of prim, selected Heinlein and
Asimov is available, bul chat's probably about it. (Even The
Dispossessed was out of prim for abouc a year recemly, despite
being a ser texc on a number of courses). I .igree on most of your
names as innovacors (add Gwyneth Jones, Ian /1.·fcDonald, Nicola
Griffith /and see the a11icle Oil her and Tricia Sullivan elsewhere in
this issue/ and Graham Joyce ro pick a random grouping), but
even a reader coming to these writers mig/11 have difficulty Egan's first novel Quarantine is not currenc/y available. Obviously
r101 everylhmg can be in prinl all the lime, bul s1ill, the back
catalogue is vanishing with increasing rapidity . ./

Letters 10 Vector should be sent 10 Gary Daikin, 5 Lydford Road,
Bournemouth, SN 11 BSN and marked 'For publication'. We
reserve 1he right 10 edi1 or shorten Jeuef5.

A number of editions of Frankenstein are available. The
articles by R J Frost and Thom Benjamin refer to:
~bry Shdle>·, Fr.rnken,ww. Edit..d ~nd innoduced by M K
Joseph. (Oxford: Oxford World's C\usics, 1980)

M~ry Shelley, Fr~nkemtein, Tht 1818 Tnt. Edit..d ~nd
introduced by Marilyn Sutler. (Oxford: Oxford World"s
Clus1c1, 1994)
Muy Shelley, Tht Ltst M~n. Edited and introduced by Mo n on
D P~ley. (Oxford: Oxford World"s Classics, 1994)

For Aldiss's comments on Fr.1.nkemtem as the first sf novel :
Bn•n W Ald1ss, "Tht Ong,ns of the Specits: M•ry Shdley' ,n
B,llu,., Yr,., Sprtt: 11,,, Hmory of Sc,m,r Fmum (London:
Weidenfdd and Nicolson, 1971 and London: Corgi, 1975)
RevisNI •s: Bmn W Aldiss, wi1h D~vid Wingrove, 'On the
Origin of Species, Mary Shelley' in Tr,llion Ye.tr Sprtt: 11,,,
Hmory o[S(imct fi,rirm (London: Golbncz, 1986 •nd London·
P•bdin. 1988)

Further thoughts may be found in:
Rri•n W Aldiss. 'Science Fiction"s Mother Figure· in n1t
Drr.tclxd Re11>1.1: Asf"'W of Snenct Fmion am/ Famary
(L!\·trpool: Liverpool Uni,·ersity Press. 1995) 52·86

For alternative views, try three articles in David Seed, ed,
Anticip..nions: Essays on Early Science Fiction and its Precimon
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1995)·
Bn•n Nellm, ·Imaging the Future: Predictive Fiction in the
N1neteemhCemury'lll-)6
P•mck Pnnnckr, 'from ~bry Shelley to 77,,, W.ir
World,: The Th-.mes VJ.lley C~1;u1rophe" 5g.7,4

of I~

Brian Subleford, 'fr.,nJumirin and the Origins of Sc:1ence
Fiction' • (>-57

Apologies are due to R J Frost for the misspelling of his
name in the contents page, one of a number of embarrassing
errors on that page. For the record the editorial was written
by Gary Daikin (as signed on p. 3) rather than by Andrew
M. Butler.
Daniel O'Mahony's name got rather buried in the heading to
his an icle on T im Burton . Again, apologies for any
confusion caused.

Corrections for Red Shift may be sent to: Gary Daikin, 5
Lydford Road, Bournemouth, BNt I 8SN OR Andrew M
Butler, 33 Brook View Drive, Keywonh, Nottingham,
NG 12 SJN / email vector-bsfa@rocketmail.com
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N. Lee Wood's first published novel, Looking for the Mahdi,
was shonlisted for the 1996 Anhur C. Clarke Award. Her
second, Fa raday's, Orphans, was actually written earlier.
Maureen Kincaid Speller spoke to her about her novels,
violence and the stale of bookshops.
Maureen Kincaid Speller: Lee, you popped up out of
nowhere with two books in a year ..
N. Lee Wood: I didn't exactly pop out of nowhere.
MKS: Well, from our point of view you did, though I
Imagine it was a lot of hard work for you.
N LW: The first novel, Looking/or the Mahdi, was published
in the States a year ago, and Faraday's Orphans comes out at
the beginning of next year in trade paperback from Ace. But
here they did a two-book deal and decided to bring them out
at the same time, which is great. But you have to take two
years to become an overnight success.
MKS: So, what prompted you into writing novels?
N LW: I've always wanted to be a writer. I wrote my first
story when I was about seven. I think that mus! be common
for anyone who ends up being a writer. But I've been writing
professionally since I was about thiny. I don't know why
people choose to write, they just do. I was writing when I
was doing other things, I didn't decide I was going to be a
writer, I just did it.
MKS: What son of response have you been geuing to the
books over here?
N LW: So far, the reviews for Mahdi have been universally
excellent - great for the ego. Reviews for Faraday's, Orphans
are mixed but nothing too terribly hostile. Reviews - you
read them, you say okay, you go on. You have to be a
professional once the book is done.
MKS: What made you choose t he subject matter for Mahdi?
N LW: l staned writing it because I wamed to write a shon
story. I had the two characters in mind and I wrote for a
while, and finally came to Norman [Spinrad) and said there's
something wrong with this story, what do you think? H e
gave it back to me and said the problem with this is it's not a
story, it 's a novel, write it.
I didn't know where I was going with it, it just happened.
At t hat time we staned to be interested in what was going on
in the Gulf. ft was before the Gulf War actually broke out
but we were already beginning to see the storm clouds roll
in. We also had friends who travelled quite a lot in the
Middle East, Afghan istan primarily, and that political
situation also interested me a great deal. So I just staned to do
the research and it grew out of that.
MKS: Did you actually visit those countries at all?
NL W: No, I haven't actually been there yet. I'm hoping I
faked it well enough . I've had people who have been there

tell methatit'sfairlyrealistic.
MKS: I review travel books, despite the fact that I've never
left the country, and 1he ambiance cenainly does feel like
something I've come across before.
NL W: I've also lived in the desen in California, so I've got
the idea of what the desen is like there. And desert is dcsen,
to a cenain extent, so some of it may be conceptually leaning
a little bit toward the desem of California - but you don't
have too many camels there. Though there's a herd of camels
that were brought over during the Civil War to use against
the Indians, and they escaped; there's sti\1 a herd of wild
camels living somewhere in the desens of America.
MKS: Apan from the political aspects of Mahdi, you manage
to pack a lot of other things in. The idea of a woman
masquerading as a man in order to get into a society that
doesn't give much freedom to women . Artificial intelligence,
biological constructs - fabricants - you seem to get a lot into
one book. You haven't focussed on just one thing.
NLW: Nothing in life is just one focus. If you're building up
a world, to give a feel of places that are real, you have IO have
a lot of things going on all at once.
But politics is still the most dangerous territory to write
about. Diny words and sex, okay; but politics people feel
very uncomfonable with. And the on ly villain in Mahdi was
a white male American. So it was a very difficult book to sell.
The rejection letters were: this is wonderful, the characters
are great, lovely lovely, but the ambiance is a little ... we
don'1 know quite what to make of it. Always the same
reason.
Yet I sold it in Israel. I sold it in Russia, Romania and
Israel. It's coming in H ebrew, which was surprising for me
but I can see why they took it. It should be interes1ing to see
what they make of it. Maybe I can get a cover quote from
Perez,orArafat.
MKS: Jan Sales tells me stories of various copies of Asimov's,
and F&SF they get over there and they've ripped whole
stories out, and he asks what was the story? I think there was
a Brian Aldiss story that got ripped out so I hastily
photocopied it for him, and between the two of us we
couldn't work out why. We think it might have been the
artwork at the beginning of the story, but that was the only
thing we could see. ft is so arbitrary.
NLW: There is a little trepidation about it being published in
Arabic.
It's not unsympathetic, but there are cenain passages in
there which are being said by people who are unsympathetic
to Islam, that if taken out of context ... That was what it was
with Salman Rushdie, it was taken out of context.
I gave a copy to a friend in Afghanistan. He was son of
amazed that Americans knew anything about Islam at all,
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bec,use I h,ve • Konn quote in Anbic and English, that
surprised him. And th,t we even knew where cities like
Jalabad were, it astonished him that we even knew when~
these places were.
MKS: Given the statistics on where a lot of Americans place
the towns and cities in their own continent. I've had to
explain to someone that you have to take • plane or ferry
from Ireland to Scotland because there's a piece of water in
between. I don't think he's tnvelled very much.
Do you find living in Paris gives you a better perspective
on what's going on in America?
NL W: A different perspective. I'll be going back in the
summer and it'll be the first time I've been in the States for
six years, so it'll be interesting to see what my own reaction
will be to a country I haven't seen in six years. But I do
know that talking to people in the States there are things
they just don't know there that we take as common
knowledge, we've seen on the news or whatnot. It's almost
like a filter of information that Americans have, either
voluntary or through the press. They just don't know
anything. Outside a very narrow American spectrum they
don't care or don't know or both. Why? I think we're an
extremely large island and very isolated.
I think the British are still far more politically conscious
of things than Americans are. I arrived with about five
people - a German, an Austnlian, me and an American
woman, and the American woman said, 'Oh, I love Margaret
Thatcher'. And everyone else turned and stared and said,
'Why?' She said, 'She's just such a nice, strong woman.' She
knew absolutely nothing about the politics, nothing about
what she did, had no real basis on which to form an opinion
other th~n: she's a strong woman and isn't it gre•t to have a
woman in government.
MKS: You chose to set Far.iday's Orphans in America.
NL W: I was living in America when I wrote it.
I was talking to someone else a little while ago, about
why it is more fun to write about things that you aren't an
expert on, because you read a lot. I have a book that I've just
finished writing where one of the characters is a female
American medieval academic - which I have been - and the
other one is a divom.-d Yorkshire policeman. Obviously I'm
not that. Bui of the two characters to write, the policeman
was a 101 more fun .
MKS: You've got more opportunity 10 explore, whereas
when you're writing about something you know you've
been there alre.idy.
NL W: Right. H you can excite yourself by doing something
new, it translates into the pages.
MKS: So writing about what you know is not necessarily a
good piece of advice?
NL W: By the time I write it, I know enough about it that
I'm not making too many mistakes. I know where to go to
get it corrected. I go to the place that I write about and suss it
out.
I'm thinking of writing a novel set in Paris now. Finally.
MKS: Let's get back to Faraday's Orphans. I was thinking,
there was J ohn Barnes's Mother of Storms and Bruce Sterling's
Heavy \ti'eather and now Faraday's Orphans. You're tackling
the aftermath of the shifting of the magnetic pole.
NL W: This idea came out ten years ago, I think. It was
something in Scie11t1fic American or Science News, something
had triggered the idea, and it was: this happens? Wow, neat,
what happens next? I called the local university and spoke to

the professor of physics there, and I said: can I ask you a
question? Does this happen? When docs i1 happen? Why does
it happen? What happens when it happens? And how long
does it last? There was a long pause and he said, gee I really
don't know, nobody's ever asked me this before, come into
my office on Wednesday. When I walked in he had a stack of
books - he had gone and done the research for me. He was
all excited because al! he teaches are people who don't really
want to be there for anything more than the grade, and for
him it was fun to have someone looking for a piece of
knowledge. And I learned a 101 about magnetic shifts at that
time, and I don't think anyone else has done that sort of
stuff.
MKS: I'm interested in the idea that, particularly after the
Cold War, it's a different devastation.
NLW: It's a bit like writing spy stories, what do you do
when the Soviet Union falls down? You have to have new
ways of telling the same stories, but there are no villains.
But Faraday's Orph,ms is not about the catastrophe, it's
about the aftermath. T he catastrophe has already happened,
it's over, and the world is starting to rebuild. Everyone else is
dealing with: everything's fine and bang 1he hurricane comes
,dong and people have to survive. People have already
survivcd and now they're coming out again.
Someone else was talking about the similarity between
Mother of Storms, Heavy Weather and Faraday's Orpham, not
so much with the forces of nature that seems to be popular at
the moment, but with extreme violence. Faraday's Orphans is
extremely violent. I look at the book myself and think , Jesus,
where did that come from? There's a certain amount of
violence in everyone, but what you see when you look under
the rock of yourself makes us nervous.
Violence is very popular. Sex, not so ... But if you look in
a lot of books it's cartoon violence, it's ninja turtles violence.
It's the kind where you can read it for the gratification and
the thrills, but the difference between that and the violence
in Faraday's Orphans is it's designed to make the reader hun.
It 's not designed to give the reader thrills, it's designed to
make him hurt.
When you start dealing with extreme violence in a
realistic manner - I'm not saying that something like
Faraday '$ Orph.%11s is something that walks down the street
every day - but if you deal w ith it as if it were real and make
it hurt, lhen people feel squeamish.
For me, a lot of writing is an exorcism of personal things.
h's not hugely public knowledge but I'm not ashamed of it,
but I was raped at gunpoint in my apartment once. And
having to deal with being a rape victim, then writing about
rape, it is an exorcism of a sort. h 's understanding why it
happens, understanding why people have this impulse, or is it
within us all, is this kind of violence universal and some of us
just lose control of being able to keep it in? What happens
with it? And I don't have the same kind of reaction ... there
was a time when I couldn't watch anything dealing with rape
at a!\, ever, I just couldn 't deal with it. But it 's not an issue
now anymore, it's been exorcised and I can write about rape
in a way that hopefully makes people think. They're not
villains out there, they're people.
One of the things that bothers me a lot - not in science
fiction but something like Patricia Cornwell, I read some
books by her and there was always something that bothered
me and I couldn't put my finger on it until I realised all her
villains are inhuman monsters. There's no humanity in them.
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She writes in extreme black and white, these are the- good
guys these are the bad guys, the bad guys should be taken out
and shot. This is not good fiction. h dehumanises people, and
when you dehumanise another person you dehumanise
yourself.
MKS: It's interesting that you choose her as an example.
There's something else I notice about her work, that
Scarpetta doesn't develop as: 2 resuli of any of her
experiences.
NL W: Scarpetta is 2 bitch who does not learn from her
mistakes, she's rigid, she's not incompetent but inmler.mt.
And I think this is a good example of what right-wing fascism
is, Sc:arpetta is a right-wing fascist.
The problem I have with horror films, I suppose, is it
makes you confront the monS1ers within yourselves, but in a
way that makes you feel safe.
MKS: There's always the idea that at the end you can switch
off the TV or walk om of the cinema and say that sort of
thing doesn't really happen.
NLW: It's not really real.
MKS: I'll wrap up by asking you what you think about the
curren1 science fiction scene.
NLW: I haven't seen a whole lot that I get terribly excited
about for a long time. You get a few here and t here, but there
seems to be an awful lot of books written and very few 1ha1 I
really have much time for. I don't know why tha1 is, maybe
I'm jun not reading enough of them.

Women Who Watch

N

icola Griffith and Tricia Sullivan are part of a new
generation of sf writers who are t.:iking us
somewhere a little different. Using traditional - and
in some cases clichCd themes - they are placing a new, femaleorientated perspective on the world we live in today, by
warning of the world we may end up with tomorrow. They
write strong, hard sf and are, to varying degrees, feminist.
Nicola G riffi1h has been a familiar name for longer than
Tricia Sullivan, having had ~veral slories published in
/nun.one before writing her debut novel Ammoniu (1993),
which won the 1994 James Tiptree Jr. Award. Her second
novel, Slow River (1995) won the 1997 Nebula. Both novels
h.ive .ilso won the Lambda Literary Aw.:ird. A story 'Song of
the Bullfrog, Cry of Geese' recently appeared in the
collection Tbt: lkst of lnterzone. With Stephen Pagel she has
edited a three-pan landmark anthology: &ndmg tht
I.Andscapt.
Tricia Sullivan has received ~en.I award nominations,
including, for her first novel Lethe (1995), .i nomination for
the 1996 John W. Campbell Memori.il :1oward for best new
writer. Her second novel is the highly praised Someone to
Watch Ovv Me (1997). ln addition to gaining publicity from
positive reviews in the popular sf press, she has reach a wide
audience by appearing on the Channel 4 sf comedy game
show, Space Cadets. She has had little other than her two
novels published; apparently only one shon story and :1.n
extract from Lethe.
Nicola Griffith is a native of Yorkshire who now lives in
Seattle with her partner, sf author Kelley Eskridge. In

I find my own work , by virtue of having ;i name that
starts with W, right behind Star Trek. In places like
Waterstone's and Foyle's it really is heart-breaking. I know
people who s.iy they never go to the back of 1he store where
the science fiction is because they don't want to wade
through the shit. And if you're going to be a mid-list writer someone writing serious aduh fiction - you're not going to
find the audience because the audience h.u been conditioned
not to go 10 that secti':ln of the bookstore.
h's hard to come and do publicity here, because it hll
been pointed ou1 by several people at several times th.it I'm
not Terry Pratchett. It's like, either you're a huge mega.star
or you're just !eh to drih at the side and do the best you can.
I had 3 book launch .:it Glasgow and they had the
American cover for Mahdi over, and Bob Silverberg was
shaking his head and saying, 'Oh God, this is a disaster.' I
loved it, the cover's beautiful, so ( said, 'What do you mean?'
He said, 'Oh it's horrible, horrible, what they've done to
you is just unfathomable, I feel so sorry for you.' I said,
'Why?' H e said, 'Look a l it, it has no furry creatures, you've
got no dragons. This cover says quality; qu.ility never sells,
you're dead.' That was a joke, bu1 there's a certain t ruth
behi nd i1.
0 Maureen Kincaid Speller 1998
Maurttn Kincaid Spt/1~ iJ tht administrator of the BSFA. Mary
Anne ltwr's article on N. Ltt Wood and 11iolmu ap~red m
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By Ian J Simpson
contrast, Tricia Sullivan is an Americ.in living in London.
H owever, although they h:1ove swapped sides of the Atlan1ic,
it is in the literary field that their p.iths cross and divide and
cross again.
Ammoniu is a hard-sf novel written from the perspec1ive
of .i nature-loving anist; it includes detailed descriptions,
which could be from a fi eld journal. The book is set on Jeep,
a planet inhabited by forgouen Eanh colonists, on which a
mysterious virus kills all men, .:ind some women. Cenain
critical reaction has been unfonun.ite - notably Dan Chow
in locus - some critics suggesting that here is a g.iy feminist
killing off .ill the men in order to write .i lesbian novel. This
is not .it .ill true. This is not lesbi.in wish-fulfillment, nor
lesbian pornography. Whatever rebtioruhips develop on Jeep
do so out of love and respect; nothing dse is insinuated.
Men are, however, implied. They are the ones '91.' ho can be
said to watch. From high above the planet, .ind through a spy
network on the planet, these Company men w.itch the
women evolve from operatives 10 free spirits. The Company
has a vested in1erest in Jeep, and they ~nd M.irghe to find a
cure for the virus, in order to exploit 1he planet. This leads to
a number of adventures; journeys both geographic and
personal.
Some. have said that this is a thinly disguised fantasy
novel. This may be the. result of Griffith exploring the
spiritual traditions of the natives of Jeep, and of the
journeyman plot structure. Although the focus of the novel
may be the adventures, the novel has more in common wi1h
the paranoid sf of Orwell than the rites-of-passage .ind
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voyage-of-discovery approach of many fantasy novels. An
attention to detail is focused on the peoples and places, and
not on the science, or even on the plot motives.
A mmonitc is a delight to read. The text nows like a gende
river. So much so that the science is ohen forgonen. It
becomes less a focus on the search for a virus, or a Company
conspiracy, than a story about people struggling to survive.
Slow River is about one woman's struggle to survive, and
like A mmonite, is beautifully written . Although the book
may seem autobiographical - with its (unidentified) Hui!
setting and partly relating to her move to the States - Nicola
Griffith stresses that it is fiction, and the abuses suffered by
her protagonist are fictional: 'Should anyone be tempted to
assume otherwise, let me be explicit: Slow River is fiction not
autobiography. I made it up' (Author's Note, Slow River) .
Slow River is about the wealthy Lore, who becomes a
stranger in a city of the future. It is a city on the edge of
environmental disaster, so mething that is balanced by Lore's
erstwhile family. The book is a marked contrast to
Ammonite, set in a cybervision world of drugs, sex and
information. That is not to incur memories of Sterling,
Gibson or even Dick. Nicola Griffith has a very poetic style
of her own and her descriptive texturing tends towards a
realness not often achieved in computer-enhanced future
fictions. You can comfortably relate to the sening, as well as
to the characters. The author's attention to detail here shifts
from the land.scape to emotion. The natural world does
feature, especially in the nashback sequences, such as with
Lore and her time on Ratnapida.
In contrast to Ammonite, there are male characters in
Slow River, such as H epple and Lore's father. They seem to
be attempting to control the women, but ultimately they are
failing. The 1ex1 nows more like an estuary than a river.
Lore's childhood catching up with what happened yesterday,
swirling around a first person stream of the present. That
may sound daunting, but as with every estuary, the ocean
arrives with ease.
Tricia Sullivan writes about our immediate future , and
what might happen if we're not too careful. This is a classic sf
approach. Lethe, tided aher the river of forgetfu lness in
Greek mythology, is memorable. Well-written and well
thought-out , the book mixes sf cliche (such as live brains in
tanks, or 1he reservations: protective enclaves from the
deadly environment) and originality (attempts to deliberately
evolve humans to become more like cetaceans) in equal parts.
At first the writing is a little staid, like that of a science
writer, writing about what they know, expecting everyone to
be able to understand. After a few chapters, the narrative
becomes more familiar, and you follow with ease and,
indeed, speed along to keep pace with this ecological
warning.
The narrative is told from two points of view: Jenae, who
has become part-cetacean as a result of a virus, and Daire, a
researcher who has passed through a wormhole to a planet
inhabited by the products of corporate gene wars. The plot is
centred on the H eads, brains belongi ng to those we have
forgotten, who hold the keys to the past and the future .
Without warning the scene moves to Oxford: suddenly
the whole tone changes. This is the only real naw in the
book. 2166 often feels like 1966, with its pubs and ballpoint
pens. This is deliberate in context, and yet still feels a little
out of place. Fortunately it doesn't detract from the overall
enjoymeni o f the story.

T he fo llow up to Uthe is the remarkable Someone lo
Watch Over Me. Set nearer the present, this particular
warning is potent ially a classic. As with Lethe the language is
quite co mplex. It 's like the difficult album from a favourit e
band. After the first few listens, you're not too sure. A week
later, and it's never off the stereo.
The world is dominated by HIT - H uman Implant
Technology. People can piggyback-ride others, experiencing
their lives, emotions and experiences. C is in Adrien's head.
Sabina wants to use H IT to experience music like she never
has before. As the relationships develop, we realise C is not
all that we imagine. That plot development tantalises, and
this is where I find the book a marvel. Towards the climax,
the perspective of the book changes from third person, to
first, as seen from Sabina's eyes. Who is watching and why?
At first glance you may wonder why I feel there is a
compa rison between these authors. They both bring a more
realistic view of possible futures than many male writers I
have read. This is the result of the part icular attention to
detail and emotion that both writers employ. The focus of
their stories is on 1he people involved. With Nicola Griffit h,
th is much is fairly obvious. The science is quite clearly the
passenger. H owever, while it is the science that definitely
drives T ricia Sullivan's work, that doesn't mean t hat 1hcse
stories are not about real people. Just as Lore may describe
herself as an environmental biologist, and the narrative
features complex microbiological and chemical arguments,
these in themselves are not the raisom d'ftre.
Both writers use unusual character names, such as Lore,
Hepple,Jenae, Daire, Sabina, Marghe. They aren't unusual in
the traditional sf sense, but they definitely are unusual. Both
writers also balance the strange by using a variety of familiar
settings: H ull , Oxford, Wales, Australia, Zagreb, Den H aag,
amongst others. This use of familiar places with noi.sofam iliar people has a pleasing affect. Whereas many sf writers
use harsh, and often unpronounceable, names, these writers
use words that now and feel comfortable. These are names
you can relate to.
As well as the detailed descriptions of surroundings, 1he
spoken language is very real. The words are open and honest ,
especially when dealing with rela1ionships, such as Sabina's
feelings for Adrien in Someone to Watch Over Me, or
Marghe's relationship with Thenike in Ammonile. For
instance, I don't recall ever reading about partners playing
with each other's hair in novels by male sf writers.
There are very few stereotypical characters in any of these
books, and very few white males. There are Asian and
Eastern European characters aplenty. Women are dominant.
T hey are not attempting to exert any form of conscious
control over others. In Tricia Sullivan's work Sabina dictates
Adrien's actions. The childlike Tsering controls Daire, while
Jenae is the key to memory in Lethe, and Tien intimidates Dr
Peake. It is a theme which is even stronger in N icola
Griffith's books. We believe Lore's father thinks he has
control, but in truth he doesn't, while in Ammonitt the
unseen males of the Company ultimately fail in their goals.
Both authors use the issue of pregnancy to promote the
strength of the female. In Lethe, the children of the Lywyn
distort into a new species after childbirth. The presence of
Daire signifies change, which is underlined by Tseri ng
carryi ng his child. The fathers are cursed with c.mnibaJistic
urges towards their newborn children . In Ammonite,
concept ion is by parthenogenesis, without any male contact
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at all. A trance-like state is brought abou1 through which
pregnancy is induced spiritually.
Not all female science-fiction writers write feminist
fiction. The novels of Tricia Sullivan and Nicola Griffith can
be read as non-feminist sf, but ultimately they are promoting
very real and positive images of women, and, in Nicola
Griffith's books, positive images of lesbianism. In the not-soserious Martin scale of femin ist content in sf (as devised by
Diane Martin, editor of Aurora), I would place Tricia
Sullivan around level three (where ten is totally feminist)
which is women are better than men on some levels, while
Nicola Giffith would be around nine or ten where there is a
positive depiction of lesbian utopias combined with
parthenogenesis.
Finally, both authors are warning us about the dangers of
tampering with humanity. Whether it is the usage of
implants or the dangers of genetics and virii, the message is
o ne of taking control. Not control over the opposite sex, but
of our actions, for 1he sake of our children.

Ammomlt {London: Gr,1f10n and New York: Ballamine Del Rty,
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Pringle (Brighton: GW Books, 1990)
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Nicola Griffith's third now/, The Blue Place, will bt publuhed
m July /998 at the 5ame time as the sf volume of Bending the
Landscape. For an interview with her cond11cted by Carol Ann
Green set 'Prtlly Bloody Happy!', Vector 173.

Ian J Simpson lives in London wbert be is training to become
a jo11rnalist - Eds.

Cognitive Mapping 13: Humanity
by Paul Kincaid

M

explicit in the book, many of 1ht kty Kencs are playtd out against
ary Shelley did no1 invent the notion of man creating
other men; there W2S T.tlos, 1he man of bronze made by 1ht son of untamtd and un1ameable landsca~ beloved of 1ht
Hephaestus in Greek ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ romantic Gothic imagina1ion:
mythology, and tht golem I entered the cabin, where lay the remains of my ill- from Alpine ~aks 10 Amie
raised from day by Jtwisb fated and admirable friend. Over him hung a form w.1Stes.

f:::t;:Jr{;:

~~:t:si:nha~;ast;:701 ~~:
tbe fim place she made: the
story Gothic, in the second she
made it science fiction.

which J cannot find w~rds to ~e~cribe; gig~tic in
stature, yet uncouth a~d di.stoned m its proportmns. As
h e h ung over the coffm, h is face was concealed by long
lock s of ragged h air; but one vast hand was exten ded, in

scie;::;a~ict::,te or
sidestep the quesi ion of whethtr
it was indeed the first sf novel)
wha1 i1 has comribu1cd to the

Got:~:as
not upon the creation of a
mechanical or chthonic slave,
but on the cost of playing God.
and
legend
Ancient
contemporary scientific ideas

colour an d ap parent texture like t h at o f a mumm y.
W h en he heard the sound o f my approach , h e ceased to
u tter exclamatio ns of grief and horror, and sprung
towards the w indow. Never did I behold a v ision so
horri ble as his face, of such loathsome, yet appall ing
h ideousness.

t~:
~~;::nof0 ~ci:'~:t fi~tti~;·
human. What is the unique
characteristic that makts us what
wc arc? Throughout the history
of the genre, scicnct fiction
writers have bten pitting

::~cit:::::::::~

ti;

Frankemtein (1818)- Mary Shelley :~:1~:n:g~;;;, 0:!~:ts:ei~f:n~
~:;:;~~.g~:~~:~~s:l: ~r:u,&;;;
about the defiance of nature. In the numerous film vcmons of the neandenhals, beings from the future, cyborgs, doppelgangcn, Als
and a host of others - in an anempt to find h11manity in something
novel, Dr Frankenstein generally brings hi$ creature to life by
harnessing an electric storm; an attempt to tame the forces of nature other than ourselves. Logically, whatever is in them cannot be
unique to humans - or i1 will mtan that they arc human too?
that is doom«! to failure. Although such a spark of life is not
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By 1hu light, the whole hiswry of science ficu on is a son of
humane by the acquisi1ion of some human skill, whether it is 1he
at.ended Tunng Tnt, srdUng not mtclligrncr but humaru1y. But
nemdrnhal who Jr;ims to rxprcss his frcl ings in Michael Bllhop•s
like the Turing Tnt. the outcomr can hr deprndcnt upon 1hr
A,mmt of V.y, (1985) or the robo1 who b«omeJ human by dying
1n Isaac Asimov's 'The Biccnirnnial Man' (StdL,r 2, rditcd by Judyobsrrvrr - how do wr recognisr humanity m othrrs if wr arr not
surr wha1 it 1s in oursrlvn? Dr Frankrnstem srt out to crratr a thing
Lynn dd Rry [Nrw York: Ball:uninr, 1976i collected in !sue
Asimov. Tix B1un1rm11.:il M,in 111nd Olm StorirJ [New York:
of hrauty. bu1 1um«I. his back upon 1hr Creaturr whrn hr saw it
...~ ugly. Evtn whrn 1he r.nionali.st discovtrs the Creature: leaning
Doublrd,.y, 1976), though ofirn enough seU-awarmess is sufficient
10 bnng some le>·cl of humanity, as the computer that writes its
over Frankcns1t1n's coffin, ht nou ces tht 'appallmg hideousness'
and so misSCJ the humanity suggested by 1u 'ad.unatioru of gTlcf auiobiogra.phy in R.A. Laffcny's Amw "' £urnv.,inr (1971) or the
~ horror'.
sp.acc-probc Al that evolves in10 full indqM:ndcnt consciousness in
Thll dichotomy ~tween appearance and feeling, brtwrcn thl'
Greg Bear's ~«n ofAngtls (1990).
humane and thl' monstrous. first l'xplored by Mary Shdlq bu
More ofun. the question is unresolved. M1chad Bishop made
~ome one of 1he most significant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Frankennem·s Crl':IIUrl' into an
,hemes in science fiction. If we ·The po int I was leading up to,' he said, addressing immonal, and brought him !»ck
cannot rccognlle 1hc human wi1hin bis p late, 'is that if you fiddle with the design in o ne 10 play minor lea&Uc b-ball in
11
~~:pon~:~~u th of an:rank~~~e7n~ area, the re may be other changes a long the chains o f
(~;n~into::r:~
Crc11.ture, can we m:ognisl' thl'
monstrous within the couth and
even proponions of civilised man in
Rohen Louis Stevenson's Strang,

integratio n. D o fabricants feel the same emotions in
the same way that humans do? I don't know. Their
brains are different; it's possible that the way they
interpret em o tions is different as well. One side

~;&)tst~r ;.;:~/ h::::_ran~~~
us know ... hat might hr hiddtn by
such a being as J-1 .G. Wells's 7ht
lnvmblt Man (1897)? Throughou1

affect o f my language capability is that I don't have
a d o minant hemisphere, I'm trul y ambidextrous.
That in itself has no p anicular significance, but I
believe the designers themselves don't know to the

~::chis:7n °~~:::;nr:,h::.ui:;
cxperimeming upon themselves 10
drastic effect, preoscly 10 ask such
qucstiomofhumanity.

last detail wbat effects o the r a1teratio ns might
ultimately have.'
Thi1t chilled me. ' Frankenstein and his m o nster,
hmm?' He sto pped eating. 'J don't think it's quite

srp~:rt:t

!i:i/~~::: :£

humanity of the other characters
in thl' book, but lhe immonality
was one more poim of separation
11.nd in the end he simply

r~a~~

:=r::~he ;i~~f:~ or
human he had bccoml'.
In the md, appearance is a
b.rge pan or i1: it's cuicr 10
1 uh~ = so;~~:~~:

=:

.,an,ed his crcat.inn to hr
hrauuful, and it .,..25 uglineJs thai
m*himfirsttum.igainstit.So

::t:!} :;~~ca;i~

r:..:~:.h:i:!~ thi1t dnst.ic,' be sa.id quietly and looked me stnight ~.:.u~
21
ih" man transformed in10 phy'lic:al in the eye. ' D o I seem like a m onster t o you?'
like a monster?' But appearance
monner to fit Jiff' on Man in
Looking for the Mahdi (1996)- N. Lee Wood alonl' is not l'nough, and .,hl'n all
Frederik Pohl's M..n PIMJ (1976) or 1hc scil'nlist given a featureless
is said and done
still don't kno ... by how much or how littll' we
me1al hl'ad and a conscqucn1 lack or ident ity in Who/ (1958) by can change the basic pattern of mankind and s1ill have a human
being at 1hl' end. As Wood's fabTlcant says, uch unall changl' can
Algis Budrys, though generall y in such c.:.ses they cling IO some
element of humanit y. Others happily ab.:.ndon it , if lhl'y alrl'ady fl'd
have coundcss unkno.,.•n knock-on effects. Wherl' along the linl'
thl'mselves to be an outc.m they .arc 111ually more ready 10 become
would thll cru1url' sun to hr human? And what, exactly, would
somtthing other than human, as thl' woman transformed into
that mean?
machinl' in James Tlptrcc Jr's 'The Girl Who Was Plugged In' (Ntw
" Pau/Kinraid/998.
Dimrmiom 3, edited by Rohen Si\vuberg, [New York: Nelson
Ooubll'day, 1973], collmed in Jaml's Tipirce, Jr.. Warm Worlds and
For morr on Mary SIJtllry 111nd Frankenstein stt tilt articles by R. J.
Ot}Jtrwist [New York: Ballantine, 1975D and Anne McCaffrey's 71,c
Frost ,md 71,om &11j11min in Vcclor 196 (,.nd p!tax nott tlx
Ship Who Sang (1969). Ncvl'nhl'll'iS, 10 abandon that last gasp of .uldilio n111l bii,/iograpl,y in ~Red Sh,ft~ in 1}m iSJur) An interoitw wiih
humanity is lo surrl'ndl'r to some1hing trol y monstro111 and
N. l« Wood c111n also ~ fo und in 1his fout.
uliima1cly a 1u 1rophic, as Grl'g Beu demoru1ra1es in Blood Music
Paul Kmcaid continuN to edu rn,inD, for Vector and U tht
(1985), at lru1 from a hum.an point of vitw.
.ulmmutra1orof1htArthurC CurkeAu.-.rd - &b..
Some1imes, thl' monstro111 ii; itself transformed in10 some1bing

.,t

I'm not I: Putt

Race

h) \ndrC\\ M. Butlcr

Andrew M. Butler examines the life after dealb in - and of- cyb"p11nk by getting all philosophical about Gr~g Egan's
Permutation C ity. Tho~ who wish to aooid having th~ ~nding spoilt for tb~m should slop reading at th~ asterisk, three

paragraphs from tlN tnd.

I

n the case of cyberpunk, there is a pKUlii1r sense o f
content imitating form. Almost as soon as it was
identified and named, it was declared dead, outdated,
outrC. Such a cultural move had already been i1nticipated by
:it least one postmodern commentator; once artists had
reacted againsl the styles of a previous epoch, then a previous
generation, then something produced the same year and now

10

it almost seems as if artists are reacting against works which
haven't yet been produced. Novelty has obsolescence as a
given. Yet seemingly paradoxically, fourteen years or so after
the Death of Cyberpunk, the genre continues to thrive in
what ci1n only be assumed is a kind of afterlife or zombil'
state.
In retrospect, chis only seems appropriate:, as 11 closer
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inspection of the genre reveals that the encounter with the
realm of the dead is central to cyberpunk. This encounter,
once traced, can actually be observed in all manner of other
works, throughout history, but it seems particularly
predominant in the fiction of the 1980s and 1990s. (I have
elsewhere coined the term 'cyberpunk-flavoured fiction' to
designate such works as Vurt, Mythago Wood and Dreamside;
within certain thematic criteria they look like cyberpunk,
feel like cyberpunk and even taste like cyberpunk, and yet
steadfastly remain not cyberpunk).
Life, in phenomenological terms, is an encounter with
otherness; we perceive it through our senses (sight, hearing,
smell, taste, touch) perception of a combination of the four
basic dimensions: height, width, depth and duration. Death
thus becomes defined as the end of perception: the act of
dying may be perceived but not the momem of death itself.
Death is therefore the ultimate in otherness, always
ungraspable, always out of reach. As a limit to life, it is a
means of defining and denoting the boundaries of life, and
thus of defining the self.
Compare and contrast this version of death as the ending
of perception of life with the reaction of Thomas Riemann ,
in Greg Egan's Pennul4tion City (1994), to impending death:
This body was always destined to ~rish; he'd accep1ed
that long ago. dtath was the irreversible dissolu1ion of
1he personality; this wasn't death, it was a shedding of
skin. There was nothing 10 fear. (211)
Death as the end of personality, as the end of the body, as
the end of space and being. To encounter death, to actually
experience death - rather than to experience dying - is to
move beyond the four dimensions of being, to go - literally beyond being.
And yet, we still talk of dimensions in relation to an
afterlife, whether it be in terms of an underworld or in
transcending the body in the ascent to Heaven or the descent
to Hell. The directions we have to take metaphorically;
exploration has failed to find heaven or hell on this planet,
nor does further exploration seem likely to locate these
realms. The heavens and hells are only encountered in
fictions, in reported visits to afterlives, or in the occasional
Lazarus returning home.
The pauern is set in the Orpheus myth: the hero in
search of a lost female goes in search of her in the realms of
the dead, at risk to his own life. The mission almost always
fails, whether the hero is stuck behind in the underworld,
returns empty handed or the female is granted only limited
parole.
Since Neuromancer (1984) we have been increasingly
finding our afterlives in cyberspace rather than in some quasireligious realm. Neal Stephenson's Snow Crash has perhaps
been the most open about the mythic origins of its version of
cyberspace. The story of Joanna being trapped on the Raft (a
'real' world underworld) maps onto the myth of lnanna
trapped in a watery underworld - and computer hacking is
necessary to retrieve her. Such visits to the afterlife recur
throughout Jeff Noon's work, whether it is Scribble
searching for Desdemona in Vurt, Sibyl facing Hades in
Pollen, Alice going through the grandfather clock to a surreal
future in Automated Alice or tracking down Miss Sayer in
Nymphomation. In each case the hero (or heroine) is put at
risk by their move from our dimensioned reafoy to the

cyberspat ial realm of non-being, and this putting at risk
confirms the identity of the individual.
So it is we come back to Pennul4tion City, where a
cyberspace realm once more acts as :m afterlife, and where
this realm both calls self-identity imo question and reaffirms
it.
In a world that is secular, when death occurs that would
appe.ir to be it. Death remains an undiscovered country.
Scientific - especially medical - advances continue to delay
the moment of death for as long as possible. But after a
certain point, all that survives of us is a memory of our deeds
in others, and our genetic heritage if we have reproduced. It
is a natural defence mechanism to fear the unknown, whether
it is death or anything else. The nothingness beyond or after
life seems to take on a haunting form. But then non-being
can flare into being; a universe is conjured out of a handful of
equations.
Take the thought experiment devised by philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas, to see how being can come by way of
non-being. Imagine being in a room in total darkness. The
room will not remain dark. In the nothingness in the corner
of one's eye lurks ... something. In the silence there is the
howl of... something. An impersonal being, which comes to
1he individual, which exceeds one's perceptions:
He lay paralysed, in darknns. Wishing for sleep; terrified
of sleep. Wishing for anythlflg that might distract him
[... )
The blackness in his skull seemed 10 o~n out, a.n
invisible view expanding imo an invisible visu. Any
sense of being in the hospice bed, merely numb and
sightless, was gone now; he was lost on a plain of
darkness. (211)

It might be argued that this is merely a manifestation of
the brain's mechanisms, that the something which comes
from nothing actually comes from within, but in
phenomenological terms it hecomes impossible to distinguish
between the assumption that there is something being
perceived and the act of perception which is entirely the
product of senses. (fhe lack of distinction between subjective
and objective worlds becomes even more apparent if 1he
personali1y is computer code existing within a computer•
generated environment: how do you distinguish between
different kinds of Os and is?)
What is more terrifying: the fact of being - of being
thrown into a world - the thought of not-being - of 1he self
coming to a point of extinction - or the possibility of
somethi ng coming from nothing - of the self losing mastery
over its domain?
In Egan's Pennul4tion City, the Copy is one means for
the individual to survive beyond the death of that individual.
The Copy is identical to the mind of the original, at least to
itself; it perceives its surrounding environment in much the
same way that the original would. The sequence where an
Original is led to believe he is a Copy suggests that the
difference between the perception of their environment is
merely one of medium: three-dimensional solid reality or
putty-like binary computer code simulation. Copies arose
from the technological improvements in medical simulations
designed to model neurology:
lmaglflg tcchnology steadily improved [... ] by 2020. it
had reached the point where individual neurons could be
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mapped, and the pro~rties of individual synap~
measured, non-inva.si,•dy. With a combina1ion of
scM1ners, e-.-ery psycholog1a.lly rdevv.1 detail of 1he
brain could ht read from the living o~an - and
duplmned on a rufficiently p0,,,.erful compu1n. (38)
But these computer simulations run into n:actly the same
arguments about consciousness as an artificial intelligence
argued over by Turing or Se.i.rle. Are these simulated alter
egos really egos in their own right, possessed of
consciousness, or a.re they merely computer progn.ms,
riffling through noughts and ones.
For Searle there was a distinction between organic
thought processes and the operation of a computer. The
computer may well be manipulating data 2nd produci ng a
result which simulates the output of thought processes, but
isn't it merely simulating awareness? To prove his assertion,
Searle suggested the idea of the Chinese Box. A person writes
down questions in Chinese symbols on :a card and slots them
into :a box. Inside the box is a person with :a ChineseEnglish/English-Chinese dictionary who translates each
individual card, answers the question, and returns an answer
in C hinese. The person cle.i.rly does not know C hinese only symbols .i.re being m.i.nipulated. Bui surely the system as
a whole does 'know' Chinese.
Perhaps the assertion tb.i.t the fl esh and blood of neurons
has a self-knowledge of their own processes of a different
order 10 1he impersonality of the flow of neutrons (or,
n.ther, elec1rons) in even the most sophisticated prognm, is
too thin a hair for most of us to split if the end product is
someone o r something which :i.ppears to be thinking. The
map may very well not be the territory, but if something
seems 10 produce something that looks like the process of
thinking, albeit by a different kind of process to that of the
brai n, most of us would st ill call it thinking. My
understanding of the Turing Test is that if you can't
disti nguish between a human and a computer simulating a
human, it is probably wiser to treat both as human.
Egan is able to side step this endless, unresolvable
argument by positing the self-awareness of the Copy as a
given within the fiction. One extended sequence in the novel
has the Copy Paul Durham experience life as a program at a
number of differen1 spt"Cds of times, with - as - it were the
equations of his perception being solved at distinct intervals.
The perception seems to hold constant , despite the discrete
uniu of duration:
For time 10 pns for a Copy, the nwnbtf"5 which &finM
it had 10 changr from momen1 to momenl. R«omputed
o~·er and over again, a Copy w.u a .sequence of snapshou,
frames of a movie - or framei. of computer animation.
(43)
The persistence o f vision enables us to perceive
synchronic pictures or frames as a diachronic film sequence;
the Copy has an analogous persistence of experience.
These Copies allow the original to cheat death, albeit on a
limited scale: a version of the original will survive, alt hough
the original may die. Francesca, dying of cancer, may have a
vinual afterlife. But better a virtual afterlife than no life at all;
as one char:aCler has it: 'I'd rather be a software mongrel than
dead'. (10 1) So the Copy can continue to exist, subject to not
being terminated and subject to avaihible computing power,
indefinitely. As far as it is possible to 1ell, it will simulate t he
12

react ions of 1he original, and learn and subtly alter over time.
Far from cyberspace being an analogy fo r 1he aherlife, here
cyberspaceisa litera.lafterlife.
This becomes most l!Vident in the work of Paul Durham
to establish a computer-generated, self-sustain ing reality
which will form another universe. A number of millionaires
with copies h1.ve been approached to invest in a new rea1m,
ll.•hich will not be subject to the same power fluctu.i.tions or
b.i.nd width limitations as the old cyberspace:
a cny (...} thousands of squ.tre kilometrr:s - and none of
it pa.uive. Architenura.l detail evel'}"'·here down to
visual acuity, or bet itr. Pseudo.autonomous crowds hundreds of thousands of people. Zoos and wildlife
parks with 1he latest bthaviour:tl algorithms. A w~terfall
1he siz.c of nothing on Eanh (65)
This n01-on-Eanh heaven will allow eternal life to those
Copies whose details have been entered into the
configuration of the new universe. The originals can have no
experience of this new realm; they might as well be dead.
Indeed, Durham commits suicide on t he success of his
experiment: ' his corpse lay in the ba1h room, dead by his own
hands, on his own terms; victim of his own seamless logic.'
(205) It is su rely an absurd logic: why live when you've got
eternal life? Why puner through a short lifespan, when you r
Copy will live fo rl!Ver?
Whilst that pa.nicular Thomas dies, unable to escape from
the guilt he feds at his life's actions, another T homas has
been cloned and sent into the new simul.i.ted universe:
He'd ddiverrd the clone into Durham'.s ha.nd.i, 10 granl
i1 - likr thr flnh-and-blood i1 btlirvrd itself to be - the
remo1r chancr of anothu lifr, in a world btyond dea1h,
unkno,.•abk(2U)
H ere, again, the terminology seems wrong: in what sense
can there be a beyond to the non-being of death? How can
there be 2 life beyond death? But from non-being, there is ...
something. Unknowable, because the I cannot be there.
O ne way of understanding this is through the ideas of the
philosopher Levinas, in reb1ion to 'patern ity'. According to
him :
Pa1emi1y is tht relationship with a nrangrr who,
entirely whilr br:ing Othtr, is myself, the relatioruhip of
the ego with a myself who is nonetheless a stranger IO
me. [...] I do not h.w my child;/ •min some w.ay my
child.
The Copy is a stranger, entirely other, who exists within
a virtual realm beyond the being of fo ur dimensions. But the
Copy is also a myself, in being a precise imit2tion of an
origina1 me. The Copy can continue my experiences, my
heritage, but I c:an have no direct access to them whilst I am
alive, let alone when I a.m dead. As Levinas notes:
Paternity is not simply the renewal of the father in the
son and the fn htr's merger with him. it is also the
father's uteriori1y in reh11ion 10 thr son. a plura.lis1
exining (Timt and 1hr 0 1/xr, 9 I).
The original remains in the outside world, the Copy
enters the cyberspace underworld within The-Garden-of-
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Eden configuration. The Copy may exist in a cyberspace
which has dimensions for the Copy, bul which is forever
beyond 1he reach of 1he original.
Those: who have read Pemu,r.ation City to the end will
apprecia1e that Egan offers a reading of the Copy-aHhild
which is not entirely cenain as 10 what survives, and whether
it isn't more likely that the parent survives; those who have
not may wish to stop re.iding now.

The Perm11tatio11 Cicy itself collapses, as the Copies seem
expelled from their paradise by other beings who inhabit the
realm, and the rules of this universe are altered. The Paul
Durham Copy see.ms reluctan1 10 continue; he hu sttn
enough in seven thousand years. But he seems to n.1ly, for
one more attempt, or sacrifices himself in favour of a version
of himself who wanu to continue:
He beuned ,11 her (Mari.i), like an idiot, like a d,Jd. 'I
jus1 m~a few adjwtmcnu to my menial $!ale.{...]
Hui he gran1ed himself 1r=shuman resilience, and
healed himsdf of his terminal dcspair... or h.id he died in

silence, beyond her sigh1, and g1wn birth 10 a companion
for her. :1 softwue child who•d merely inherited its
f atlKr's memories? (309: my it:1lics).

A Copy of a Copy becomes indistinguishable from a
Copy. Note, however, how the terminology used is that of
parenthood. Note. as well, how in 1he nex1 chapter Maria in
the real world lays flowers in memory of Paul Durham and
her parents. She has survived Acre; tile future o f her Copy is
less cenain, and cenainly unknown to her.
In this case, cyberpunk 's explora1ion of life after de,uh
leaves us is muclt tile same place as pre-cyberpunk fi ction did.
There may well be an afterlife, which enables us 10 go
beyond death . But there is no way we can go there; what
survives of us is not us. In the meantime we had better make
the most of life in this world. At leu1, though, the afterlife of
cyberpunk allows us to keep asking questions about wltat it
is to live, or to die.

PmnNL,mon C1ty. (London: Millennium, 1994;
quotations from 1995 p.ipcrback).
Emmanuel Lcvinas.. Timt ,nid tbt Otbtr. Translation by Richard A.
Cohen.. (Piusburgh, Pn: Duquesne Univenity Pros, 1987).
Greg Eg-an.

0 Andmu M. B11tler 1998.
A 11drew M. 811t!tr is c11rrently appeari11g in Matrix, having the
mickey taken out ofhim by Aleph. Serr;es him right, too - Eds.

The Beast Within: Alien Reconsidered
by Gary Daikin
'The word on the film is mixed, but some say it's visually
brilliant, daring, a work of art.·
Prnm~. UK ediuoo, May l'192

T

he purpose of this anicle is to reasSfis Alinl, arguing
tltat far from being a disaster, it is a fine film , the
pinnacle of the Alien series. That true to the 5pirit of
'Real SF' AlienJ is a serious drama concerned with the
ex1rapolation of imponant themes. In order to argue this I
am going to consider the place of Alien and Aliens in film
history, before discussing how the development of the Alien
franchise established expectations u to wh.it a second sequel
should be. When th~ preconceived expectations were not
met reaction turned against Alien1, and the very considerable
qualities of the film passed generally unnoticed. Finally I am
going to consider the film itself, suggesting that the very
facto r which turned reaction against the film, i1s confounding
of expectation, lends it greatness. For while Alien' offers
considerable genre thrills, i1 is an enormously bold,
iconoclastic film, quite unprecedented for a commercial
H ollywood sequel. Alien 1 is the first S60 million Hollywood
European an film .
First it is necessary to dismiss the idea that Alien (1979) is
an unassailable film classic. On its original release Alien was a
commercial success but critical disaster, derided as a
disgusting, expensive reltash of •so·s B picture monster
movies, particularly as an unofficial and unacknowledged
remake of le! 7"e Terror From &yond Spau (1958). Neither a
great film nor a disaster, the truth was in between. Alitn was
a film with notlting to say, but in taking hmilw' material
and pr~nting it realistically, seriously and with tremendous

style, it made wh;it had bttn hackneyed fresh and terrifying.
As an aduh monster movie Al1tn was no laughing matter, bu1
while it is very entenaining, it is also ~·erely flawed. Two
especially notice.tble weaknesses seriously undermine
suspension of disbelief.
First there is the considerable confusion regarding the
extent of 1he involvement of The Company, and the presence
of Ash, the android science-officer played by Ian Holm.
Second is an enormous lapse, either of logic or continuity,
be1ween the disappearance of the infant 'chestburster' and
the reappearance, just hours later and witltout opponunity
to eat, of t ile aduh-siz.ed alien.
The true significance of Alien must be see in its thrttfold
legacy. It would largely inspire the Stalk t,{_ Slaslt boom.
Indeed, witlt hindsigltt Alien was the first up-market 'slaslter·
film, adding a high gloss stu dio production and SF trappings
10 material with the s:ame intent u John Carpenter's
Ht1l/0Wttn (1978]. Between them, Alien and Hallouwn would
init iate a cycle which would run we.II into the early 80's in
the cinema, would continue to the present in innumerable
straight-to-video features, and is currently undergoing a
revival following the surprise hit of Wes Cr.tven"s Scr~am
[1997].

Much more imponantly, Alien changed the face of visual
an . ln 1979 no one had designed a film 1he way H .R. Giger
designed Alien , and no one had ever Iii and photograplted a
film the way Scolt lit and pltotograplted Alien. Those who
noticed dismissed the look as an exercise in style over
content. It was a style which would go on 10 influence
countless other films, and C"'o'entual ly TV shoWl', advens and
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even computer games. Alien is one of those r.tre films which
actually changed the look of fi lm itself.
Finally, Alien laid the found.ation for 2n entire film
franchise. It was 2 slow st:irt, but seven yean lau~r, simpl y by
2dding one leuer to the 1itle, (rather th2n the a.lmos1
obligatory number), director J 2mes Cameron s12ted his
intentions. Alim1 [1986) would remember Alien for us,
wholesale.
Aliem was an overwhelming film, delivering all the
tension of Alien until that tension became unbear.tble, before
exploding into as relentless and thrilling an action movie as
the cinema h2d ever seen. A/,ms le.h 2udienccs drained yet
exhil2rated. Cameron had crafted 2 brilliant commercial film
which~ an utterly fai thful continuation beyond the end of
Alien, yet very much his own movie. From the ensemble<an
original he had 1aken the surviving heroine and thrust her
center stage, giving Ripley, in her struggle to save the girl
N ewt, significantly more purpose than in Alien. Sigourney
Weaver responded with a perfo rmance of such quality that
even the SF-shy Academy Award's noticed, giving her an
Oscar nomination for Best Actress.
This fore-grounding of Ripley would prove to be
enormously significant in defining the future of the franchise .
Until Alims any potential sequel 10 Alim did n01 have to
necessarily involve the .sole hum2n survivor of 7M Noscromo.
In the horro r genre the only indispensable clement is the
monster, which almost always becomes far more famous than
the hero. The first Alien sequel could have lived or died upon
in own merits while featuring an entirely new group of
characters. H owever, when Cameron made Ellen Ripley the
center around which Alims revolved, he transferred the series
from the rules of the horror genre to those o f the action
movie. In action movies it is the monster which is
dispensable, and the hero who must return triumphant, time
after time. I-lad Ripley died in Alim no one would have
minded, that there was outrage concerning her doth in
Al1en1 only reflects changed perceptions as to the nature of
the franchise.
Alienr became the definitive mode! for the franchise .
Ironically this was helped by the fact that the film is less
visually distinguished than Alim, and thus, has less to lose
when transferred to T V/video. Alien1 was pragmatically shot
in I: 1.85 llo•idesc.reen, with no time for the stylish
CinemaScope visu2ls of the original. Thus, while looking less
impressive o n 1he cinema screen, during repeated TV
viewings the film actually played better, o n the home screen
the confined action having more impact than the diluted,
elegant atmospherics of Alien. No frill s thrills established
precedence stylish grandeur, and after the video release of
Ahem the film funher established iu standing as the
definitive model for any further sequel.
In the late 1980's Alien, a series of comics and graphic
novds, bcg:m to 2ppeu from Dark H orse, and in 1urn these
were novdizcd. These male.rial comprised unimaginative and
repetitive variations on material from the 1wo films.
Dialogue and an were uniformly mediocre, and without the
movement, sound, music and performances of the films these
spin-0ffs resolutely failed to generate any atmosphere,
suspense or excitement. Nevertheless, they began to reinforce
the expectation following from Aliens that any Alien product
should largely consist of firefights with swarming hordes of
xenomorphs. The comics also introduced the idea o f the
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aliens invading E.lnh, and the aliens b,mling 'Pred•nors'
(from another 20<1, Ufltury Fox SF franchise.) These actionorientated concepts, however contrived, found much popular
favor, and many fans began to hope that the second sequel
movie wo uld go in one of these directions.
In April 1992, four mo nths before the UK release of
AlienJ, 20'h Century Fox released direct to sell-through video
James Cameron's original cm of Aliens as a Special Editio n.
This cut added 22 minU1es of footage, including material
which emphasized Newt as a surrogate daughter for Ripley
and increased the suspense and tension even beyond tha1 of
the cinema venion. At 154 minutes A/,n,1 - Spena/ Edmon
was the longest, most 6plosive Hollywood SF movie to
date. Shortly afterwards a 'fairground' attraction based on
Alimt opened in London and toured 1he coun1ry. In 'Alien
War' memben o f the publ ic could, fo r 15 minutes, role-play
at being a survivor on an Alien fill ed space-station while a
group of 'space-marines' led them to safety amid howling
klaxons, stroboscopic lights and alien assaulls. Along with
the Speci-.tl Edition tape, Alien War further reinforced t he
expectation that Aben1 was going to be Abens 2.
Given the build-up, together wi1h numerous reporu of a
troubled shoot which appeared in film magazines that
summer, When Alien1 finally arrived [21-August-1992), the
disappoi ntment w.s perhaps inevitable. The res ult was some
of the moSI savage, acidic and unbalanced reviews in recent
film history. Reviews based no t on what ~ o n screen, but
on what was not, reviews based upon preconceptions o f what
an Alien film now should be. Very few critics reviewed
David Finchcr's film.

1n fact, under very difficuh conditions, Fincher had imposed
his vision on the A1ien series in just 1he same way Cameron
had imposed his six yon previously. h ~ simply a vision
which very few wanted, 2nd Fincher was publicly cb.mned
for the film he didn't make, for instead doing all the things
he would later be lavishly pr.aised fo r repeating, less well, on
his second feature, Selen (1996).
We decided to make a ddicatt china cup. You can't say we
should havr. made a br.r.r mug.
David Finchu.

Aiinl is not Aliens 2, anymore than Aliens is A/,m 2. Like
Alims, it is a well imagined continuation of a story begun in
the fint film, yet be:iring all 1he hallmarks a uniquely
talented director. The three films, despite being made by
1hree almost entirely different creative teams manage against
the odds 10 form a remarkably coherent trilogy. Of these,
Alin,J is not the most exciting, but it is the mos\ finely
crafted, the most subile, the most thematically .sophisticated.
It is ,Jso very much a true ' alien' film, taking elements from
both previous films. Alien, wi1h a the single creature ag-ains1 a
group of unarmed humans in a series of claustrophobic
corridon, brooding atmospherics with stylish set-pieces of
mounting terror and sudden death. Aliens in its
concentratio n o n further pushing Ripley to 1he fore and
testing her to the very limit of endurance.
Looked at without preconceptions as to what it should
be, AlienJ not only has all the suspense and terror of the
original, it is better performed, designed, lit and
photographed.
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I'm not making this film for 50 million pcoplt. I'm making
i1 for 8 pcoplt, my fritnds, people who know camnai. =d
lighting.
o~vid Fincher.

True to Fincher's word every shot is beautifully framed,
making full use of the broad CinemaScopc can= with
painstaking attention to the smallest of visual details. There is
even, in homage to Alien, a tacky 70's 'dunking bird' novelty
Cigure making a brief, almost unnoticed appearance. The
sheer visual brilliance of the film was disregarded upon
release-. Unfortunately this quality can not be appreciated
now, for even the 'widescreen· video releases damagingly
crop the picture.
Stand-out SN pieces eclipse those of Alien in chilling
cinematic power: the dramatically intercut main title, the
stark autopsy, the po,·erful inter.cutting of the birth of the
'new' alien with the funeral in the iron foundry, the darkly
poetic scene in which Charles Dance explains his crime, the
attack in the hospital, the candles in the iunnel and the attack
against the turbine, the firestorm in the tunnels, the
attempted rape, the revival of Bishop, the confrontation in
the very ckpths of the prison during which the alien
recogniz.es that Ripley is incubating an alien, the final
virtuoso entrapment of the creature, Ripley's plunge into the
furnace and the arrival of the forces of Wayland Yutani.
Purely as a dramatic SF horror movie these brilliantly crafted
~uences m2ke AlUnJ far superior to Alim.
Hollywood act.ion pictures traditionally make death fun.
Alic/ introduces harsh reality. The strong script replaces the
'2nd then there was one' plot structure with intense characrer
drama. The film i5 no more death fixated th2n any other
Hollywood blockbuster, but it faces the consequences of iu
carnage with unninching honesty. For those who wanted to
enjoy neo•pornography with their popcorn this was too
distressing. The most damning attacks on the film came from
those who wanted the thrills, adventure and danger without
the price, chaos without consequence, mayhem forever
without ever hurting, without ever touching anyone the
audience really cares about. This was to want the films to
remain eternally sanitized, infantile, within safe perimeters
where we know 1ha1 the good guys will never get hurt, no
matter how dangerous events on screen may seem. A future
where we don't have to think, or confront the dram2 on
screen, because it's anodyne, and we know what is going to
happen anyway. We're only here for the ride. The ritu2I. Yet
without real danger there can be no real suspense or
excitement. Only the ersatz thrills of Die Hard, Utful
Wupon, 1he Bond series.
AlimJ was the blockbuster grown-up, entering a world
where loved cha.r.1.cters can die, where even the golden
Hollywood rule which states that children 2nd heroines are
indestructible can be broken. A world more familiar 10 the
an-house than the multiplex. Unfortunatdy, aher Ripley bad
fought 50 ha.rd to u.ve Newt in Alzms, critics felt betrayed
th2t Fincher killed Newt 50 casually in the very opening or
his film. It W2S suggested that her death negated the events 0£
Aliens, rendered Ripley's baules meaningless and futile. This
was to misunderstand that the evenu of Al~ns were separate,
pa.n of :a different film . That each is a separate film, not
reality. That in Al1ms Ripley did win. Subsequent events do
not change this. No one knows the future, and everyone dies.
The ha that Newt died sooner, rather than much later, docs

not even imply that there was no point in fighting to save
her. To argue this is to argue that there is no point ever in
struggling to survive. h i5 nihilism not justified by the events
of AlienJ.
The most appropriate reference, stylistically and
1hem2tic2lly, are the late film5 0£ the Polish director
Kn:.ymof Kieslowski. 71,,tt Coloitrs: Blue [1992] opens with
Juliet Binoche losing her young daughter in a ca.r crash, then
rebuilding her life against much the u.me bleak atmosphere a.s
th2t of Pincher's future. The adoption of thi5 bleak, 'art•
house' approach was roundly reviled, yet the subject matter
of the Alien films is unremittingly dark. To remove the g10S5
is to honestly present the true horror be.hind the origin2I
formula.
Immediately A/,mJ declares that it is not going to take the
obvious, safe coum. In the opening moments Ripley'5 new
5urrog2te family is torn from her while she lies sleeping.
Everything she has fought for is stripped 2way, making he.r a
wom2n alone, left only with her inner resources. From here
on Fincher continually raise the emotional and
psychological pressure, shocking us into paying 5tunned
mention. We watch, hoping that the film will have the
courage of its premise, 2nd are strangely thrilled to find that
in _iu darkly apocalyptic heart, it does. In killing Ripley
Al,cl proves that anything can happen . Thai preconceptions
can be overturned, the audience made to think the
unthinkable, to confront a new and uncomfortable future
which too many might prefer to swttp under the SFX.
Genre movies usu2lly stop before the final ainain. Wh2t
h2ppens to the hero afterwards is not important, unless they
return for a 5equel. AlimJ takes Ripley to the end, raising the
idea th2t given choice, the importance matter becomes the
manner in which she, and by implication, those w2tching in
the audience, die. Thi5 confrontation with mortality is
rightly uncomfonable, lucid in its engagement with
absolutes. Early on the reality of the deaths of Newt 2nd
Hicks is brought home in a glacial autopsy sequence. Ripley
has alre;i.dy outlived her own daughter, now she has survived
her surrogate child. Bishop is resurrected, a ghastly, tragic
parody of life. There is sympathy for the android, but no
permanent ghost in the machine. Ripley's only companions
a.re murderers, and inside her she is incubating an 2lien killer.
Against this Fincher juxt2poscs human warmth, Ripley
finds for the firs1 1ime in the series the possible beginnings of
romance, a.nd the temponry comforts of sex with the doctor
[Charles Dance] who performed the autopsies. Even he is 2
troubled figure, steeped in death, and quickly taken from
Ripley, 2nd SCI again5t 1he brief tenderness; comes the dark
5ide of human sexuality; an attempted gang rape. Ripley is
truly alone in 2 literal visualization of medieval hell. Fire
imagery abounds, Elliot Goldenthal goth.ic requiem mass fills
the soundtrack, and the new Alien, born un-naturally from a
beast, funaions u an emissary of hell, sent to dispatch the
unredeemed 5inners of the 'asshole' or the universe.
Ripley is now a vengeful angel fallen to the worst place in
the universe a lone woman could be; 2 prison colony for the
worst criminals known to humanity; rapists, murders, serial
killers... and again there is the Alien, bu1 this time there is no
possibility of escape. h is the logical end to the series to
confront mankind's worst external nightmare with the
nightmare of the worst that man ca.n become. To face the
brutal physical alien horror with 1he true horror of the
darknes-5 that can lie within the human heart. For AlienJ is
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not a movie about shooting bugs, or even about survival, but
about redemption. In an era when it is unfashionable for
movies to be about anything this is astonishing in itself in a
Hollywood franchise. The alien has become literally and
figuratively internalized, all most all of the characters divided
from themselves by the depths to which they have fallen .
The script drives Ripley along with a relentlessly
compelling logic. Knowing that death is inevitable, no one is
going to come to the rescue this time, Ripley sets about
binding the convicts into a force to destroy the Alien. Here
the previous formula is inverted. There are no battles for
personal survival. In a way these men have long ago
renounced personal ident ity. They atone for former crimes
by dying for a greater good. The ethos is mediaeval, man
against hostile cosmos, almost willing instrument in the hand
of a remote but interventive God.
The alien dead, the true climax, Ripley's plunge into the
furnace, resolves the ultimate Alienating idea, a development
worthy of the films of David Cronenberg, that after all her
battles the alien should become internalized within Ripley's
own flesh. Making the horror infinitely worse is that she is
fully aware - unlike John Hurt's character in the first film - of
what will happen to her. A defeated, agonizing death,
unleashing t he beast yet again. To this there is the perverse
poignancy that this, in t he third film, is Ripley's third child,
and no matter how much she must loath it, and knowing it
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must destroy her in its birt hing, she can not help but love it a
little too.
In choosing to sacrifice herself in the furnace Ripley
defeats the alien. Her death is not meaningless, but has a
redemptive rightness. Symbolically it is a near messianic act,
the willing surrender of one human life to save untold ot hers.
It adds a dep th and resonance to the film which elevates it to
a level entirely beyond the two previous films, indeed,
beyond almost all H ollywood films.
The final valedictory mood is set in the epilogue as we
hear Ripley's voice for the last time, and Goldenthal's theme
subtly evokes the quotation from H oward Hanson's Second
Symphony, used at the close of Alien . The film ends with the
suggestion that Ripley has at last found the sleep she
previously fo und only temporarily. Even in death her voice
lives forever on as radio waves. The Alien is merely dead. In
such bleak and unremitting circumsta nces a life may end in
triumph. Ripley has affirmed that living still has purpose,
meaning, value, and a lonely heroine has at last found eternal

For a detailed account of the making of Ali,~,/, including an
lmerview with David Fincher see: John H. Richardson, Premiere,
Mayi992
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In the second of an occasional series highlighting neglected books, both old and new
RICHARD KING examines Primo Levi's, The Sixth Day {1990)

P

rimo Levi is not the son of write r to im mediately
associate with the genre of sf or fa ntasy. His mo~t
import am works are indubitably his memoirs of his
Auschwitz experience; what he writes is generally directly
autobiographical, clearly a means of coming to terms with the
concentration camp. Nevenhcless, in the 1960s and 1970s,
fantasy provided him with a valuable medium for addressing this
dark and most disturbing area of experience.
H is collections of shon stories were combined by Abacus as
n ,e Sixth Day (1990). H is fantasies, like Kafka's, are imaginative
workings of realist themes; the loss of individual identity and the
frailty of humanity, its ready dissolution in the face of scientific
enquiry, or its apparent absence in people of powt'r. In 1hese
stories, some fantastic machine may be the means fo r showing
this frailty, or some wild biological experiment ,i la Franken5tein.
His interest in chemistry and biology recall the realism of his
other works, but his imagination is stirred beyond the scope of
meanstreamwriting.
The five NAT CA stories, considered together, provide a
good introduction to Levi 's fan tasy. The trappings of ordinary
life seem to be in place. Mr Simpson works for the company
NATCA as a salesman, genuinely committed to making a
successful sale. Once the conventional sales world is established,
the formu la for each of these stories is the same. NAT CA have
developed a machine '11.-bich becomes increasingly outlandish in
its ability to enslave a living creature. As in Philip K. Dick's
most paranoid writing, individual freedom is threatened by
something that exists outside the realm of •literary' fiction .
In 'Order on the Cheap', Simpson wants to sell the Mimer, a
"true' duplicator, able to recreate a die, a spider or a diamond
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apparently from nothing. The process of duplication is
essentially organic: the die is duplicated through the copying of
its atoms, or perhaps even cells; veins are seen to sprout through
the duplicate as it is created. As the narrator experiments with
the Mimer, the effect is to minimise whatever we in the 1990s
might still choose to call 'sacred' about life itself. By the time of
'Some Applications of "The Mimer~', an ethical taboo has been
broken. Something more harrowing, more 'frankly disgusting'
has happened. The narrator's frie nd Gilberto has duplicated his
wife - she is in all ways identical to the original and shares her
memories, although she regards the original as an elder sister and he marries her off to a duplicate of himself. Levi has taken
away the fundamental value we place on life, and it has become a
mere commodity.
In other stories, NATCA also develop machines which
quantify a woman's attractiveness ('The Measure of Beauty'),
which control animal life by enabling people to communicate
with a variety of dragon-flies, ants and other insects {'Full
Employment') or which recognise and quantify the value of an
individual with the VIP-SCAN ('Retirement Fund').
Such machines are commonplace in science-fiction writing.
In Philip K. Dick's story 'Pay for the Printer' (published 1956),
for example, we encounter a post-apocalyptic world struggling
to take its last gasp among the ashes. The duplicators in this
story - the Bi!tongs - are in fact alien life-forms that have landed
on Earth to he!p humanity reproduce the goods needed to live in
such an inhospitable environmem. Levi's world is more familiar.
Like Kafka, or Dean Swift, he seems to write about obscure
corners of the real world. T he message behind Dick's story is
essentially up-beat. Although we exploit the Biltongs in the same
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way that we exploit the Eanh's resources, the Story doses more
positively with the idea that in order to live, people need to
rediscover their early sk.ills, learn how to build, to construct, to
think for themselves. People need to stop fttding as para.sites
upon systems that arc unable to suppon them.
In Levi's NATCA stories, ~pie arc capable of any crime.
Simpson might react with horror at the idea of duplic1ning
human bcings, but the narntor shows none of nis scruples.
Simpson feels at perfect libeny to employ the animal kingdom
for his own devices.
The lack of imponance placed on life is criticLSCd in 'Order
on the Cheap': directly by Simpson and implicitly ,·hen the
narrator compares himseU to God, creating and rtcreacing life
without any ethical authority. On the sinh day of his
experiments, the narrator duplicates a lizard and kills the
duplicate because its skeleton is too weak, iu bones art like
rubber. And 'on the seventh day I rcs1ed'. Nothing appears to
drive him but cold-blooded intellectual interest.
In 'Full Employment ', Simpson conditions a crowd of
dragon-flies to put on an aerial display as cntcruinment. He does
a deal with the ants to keep away from his garden because his
wife dislikes them, but sets them perish in their new
environment.
Levi highlights the insensitivity of the mind that denies
othus free will, leaving condtmn:nion of such insensitively
frequently implied.. Simpson recognises the rights of ants - they
arc socially 'usdul' - but still denies flies anything because of
their intrinsic nupidity. Life is no1 precious. The right to govern
falls to the strongest a.nd not: necessarily 1hc most intelligent,
ccna.inly not those with the most highly developed consciences.
The loss common to all these stories is of some essential
ingredient in humanity following the evil of Ausch,•itL UVi
poses a number of interpretations. Professor Lttb in 'Angelic
Butterfly' suggests that we arc like the axolotl monster from
Mexico. People arc not in their 'final Slate'. We are stopped by
death from evolving to our perfect state, our butterfly state; ,•c
arc prevented from becoming angels because we do not live long
enough. In tht world of the story, the idea is given credibility
when cases of hundred-year-olds arc cited who grow a third set
of teeth, when the hair regrows in extreme old age on a bald
scalp. Levi argues thac in our angelic state we a!l possess full
humanity. In the state of the caterpillar, we fall short of being
the human version of a 'perfect insect', and as if to underline this
message, Lech is found to have conducted vile immoral
experiment's on living creatures which look like vultures and
have the wings of roasted chickens. Lcch's assistants try 10
slaughter 1hc creatures brutally, r.uhcr 1han be discovered - and
are caught in theaet.
In another story, bizarre experimcms on a young ,·oman
begin in 1975 and go on for another one hundred and fony
yean. Patricia is frozen alive and re-animated every generation
or so. (The comparison with Fri1nlmuzcm is panicu1arly
appropriate here}. The purpose of the experiment is not dearly
defined. She is a fre.i.k, designed only to sai.isfy intcllectua.l
curiosity. A family 'possess' her as if she is some kind of curio,
dcmonnr:ning the nature of the existence of a creature whose
life contains no moments of lethargy, only 'essential' momenu.
Since Patricia docs not age when on ice (she recalls thiny yean
in terms of three months) she remembers incidents which t:ikc
place a century before the other characters were born, although
she only seems to be twenty years old.
The title of the story is revealing in iuclf. 'The Sleeping
Beauty in the Fridge' carries with it a ctnain brutal black
humour, and carries with it the feminist criticism of male
adoration of women, who aim to create impossibly perfect
women in fairy-tales. The desire to take away the individual's

autonomy wi1h the coldest of intellectual motives is further
criticised by the juxuposition of fairy-talc and the image of the
mass murder or serial killer - or even 1hc fishmonger preserving their vinims on ice. The honility felt by many
feminist theorists againn those who enslave them is also referred
to in the story, , •hen it becomes apparent tha1 the head of the
house is used to raping Patricia when she is unable to defend
herself atJJ 0 C.
In Levi"s stories, human beings ha,·c Ion their humanity and in some, the conctpt of humanity is mistaken from the fim .
They'd not even have the ability to hope as Philip Dick's
characters occasionally do.
I'd like to conclude this brief look at Primo Ltvi wi1h an
examinnion of arguably his most fantastic of Stories, the 1itlc
S1ory of the Abacus collection: 'The Sixth Day'. A commiuec of
scientisu meet m discuss lhc cre;ition of 'the man model'. It is
never made clear what species of life these scientists arc - it docs
not matter. The shock the reader grows used to with chilling
speed is that humanity is the subject of other creatures' gross
meddling. Forget the Biblical idea that Man is made in God's
image. We arc a mistake. All our selfishness, our
thoughtlessness, our insensitivity and our evil, the story argues,
come about because the world is not constructed to suppon a
'mammal man'. The ideal model, 1hc scientists eventually agree,
is a son of bird. They fear 'a male Man who leads his people imo
a war to conquer a female Man who distracts a male's mind
from noble enterprises and thoughts 10 subjugate him.' Thus
they neatly 'anticipate' with horror that story which is a bastion
in western 'culture' (i1 is inappropriate to suggest here a
synonym with •civilisation1, Helen of Troy's capture and the
subsequent Trojan Wars. If tht scientists make a mistake,
Ormuz. says, i1 will be felt for centuries 10 come. AU subsequent
gtnerations of M:rn will feel 1hc effects of any min:ike.
All Levi's themes arc present. The interference of someone
unqualified to interfere in the rights of individuals suggesu how
little impon:mce is placed on individuals. The idea of the
reduction of humanity as a mere biological specimen, to
something less than human, is present. We sec how arbitrarily
massively influential decisions are made and the amorality in the
personalities of those in positions of power, their insensitivity to
the effects of their powers. The scientists themselves in 'The
Sixth Day' are over-ruled, after all thei r planning, by n:imclcss
superiors (God? Or Gods?) who recklessly ignore their research
and make Man according 10 1hc 'wrong' model. They absolve
themseh•cs of all responsibility in the final paragraph of the
nory and go to lunch. This bo1ched creature, Man, is a mis1 ake
of others. There is a nice joke, too, at the expense of 1he Old
T estamcnt, ,•hen the scicntisu puzz.lc over the mystery of how
they managed to create Man's females out of a male's rib.
Levi borrows from fantasy to explore his experiences of the
Holocaust funher. He does not create an alternative world. His
visions of the world of 2115, where Patricia m:ikcs her escape
from the fridge, and the dawning of time in 'The Sinh Day' are
so similar as to be indistinguishable from his vision of the 9,•orld
in the 1950s and 1960s. In his world ~pie are capable of
creating an Auschwiu:, committing genocide and thinking
nothing of it. His fantasies do share one feature of sf however:
the posing of 'what if -?' questions (What if humanity was
created by rationally-thinking scientists? What if humanity
could control more directly all species of animal life?)
The fantastic occurs most horribly in an everyday world
inst antly recognisable to everybody living in the twentieth
century. ln these stories, Levi marries fantasy 9,•ith Auschll.·itz
and creates a troubled and unco mfonable vision.
11
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'Zine Sitting
Magazines reviewed by Helen Knibb
Fantasy and Science FictioTI 48th anniversary issue [£2.S0,

Peeping Tongue #28 (October 1997) [£8 for four issues from

240 pages. Editor: Gordon V,m Gelder.]

Yew Tree H ouse, IS Nottingham Road, As hby de la Zouche,
LE65 tDJ. Editor: Stu:art H ughes.]

Now under the editorship of Gordon Van Gelder, after the
resignation of Kristine Kath erine Rusch, this isme is a star-studded
affair. Kristine Katherine Rusch and Jerry Oltion pre5enl a novella,
'Deus X', a ta.le of otherworldly visions diagnmed as mema.l illness,
with a cas 1 of modern monsters: a politician and hi,; aide, doctors, all
making dis:anrous decisions. The second novella is a ne"'· story by
Stephen King, 'Everything's Evcntu:al'. A conspiracy of psi-murder,
it features Oink, who eventu:ally turns against the people who
control his odd powers. Witty and fast moving, fans wi!l love it.
Another notable story is 'God is Thus', by the late Walter M
Miller Jr. This is an excerpt from the novel left unfinished at his
death, Saint Leibowitz and the Wild Horsnvoman. since completed
by Terry Bisson. The ta.le features armed clergy. genetic mutation
and priestly population control.
N:ancy SpringH's 'Transcendence' is a stylish story in epistolary
form, exploring the relationship between :a poc1 and a fan, with an
unexpected ouicome. 'To Church with Mr Multhiford', by Roben
Rl"ffl, teli.'l the ta.le of crop-circles, we:ather forecas1ing and :a farmer's
victimisa1ion by local boys, one of whom is the minister's son. 'Like
the Gmde Rai', by Lewis Shiner, is a story of state control over
children. Scientists are tubed and clawed cyborgs on wheeb who
take a child to be made i.nto their own likeness. The story concerns
the mother's fight to get the child back. This tale manages to be
wit1y and tragic at the same time.
In all. there are seven shon stories, plus the novelette and
novellas; the non-fiction includes 'Books to Look For' by Charles de
Lint, 'Books' by Rohen K J Kil!heffer, 'Forgotten Treasures', a look
a1 old books by Mike Remick and 'A Scientis1's Notebook: Selfness'
by Gregory Benford.

lnterzone Nl24 (October 1997) [Science Fiction and Fantasy,
£32 for 12 issues from 217 Preston Drove, Brighton, BNI 6FL.
Editor David Pringle.]
Just at the moment, the letters page 'Interaction' features a lively
debate about mainstream sf, with readers contributing their
impressions of boolu that are not generally sent to the sf press.
The first, long, story by la.n Watson, 'Secrets', fol1ows the story
of two jigsaw makers who become entwglcd in a web of Nazi
human sacrifice. mysticism and reincarnation, and a crazy impulse
to child abuse. Wauon i,; interviewed by B:arry Forshaw, revealing
1hat 'Secrets' will be the prologue of his present novel-in-progress,
< <Mcx:kymm> >.
David Lmgford's 'Ansib!e Link' reports strange, notable and
improbable news in science ficti on; and as ever Thog's Masterclass
mc-rcilessly quotes the unquotable. The story 'Write" Me', by D G
Valdron, is a neat reversal of parent-child relationships and
responsibilities, in a society that demands that children arc
'rewritten' so that 1hey have useful skills from the age of three.
Alison Sinclair's 'The Bardic Version' is a shon Anhurian story
which for~rounds the problem of viewpoint and historical
expediency.
'Quinn's Shanghai Circus', by Jeff Vandermeer, fea1ures an
interesting take on a11, the desolate cityscape and genetic recreation.
Nicoh Caines's 'Civilisation' is a post-apocalyptic ta.le about a
bioengineered ship which is befriended by a 'simple' boy who helps
ittomergewithatrain.
This isme features twelve pages of reviews from regular
reviewe rs and 1he always fascina1ing lists of boolu received.
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A small press magazine with a tight editorial policy, Peeping Tongue
anracts big names, established and beginning writers.
My favouri1e story was e:asily 'Worgum's Couning', by D.lllas
Coffin. which traces the love-life of a ghoul; it i'I a good example of
'cl.irk wild1ife' narra1ion. All of Worgum's acqu:aint:anccs have
names like Putrescence {the object of his desire), Liclupit and
Hagspew.
Madeleine V Finnigan's 'All Meat is Prey' is a post-apocalyptic
story of girl-gang rivalry and survival on the stree1s. The author
illustra1es her own story elegantly. 'Dog Days' is a shon u le of
violem death and Frankensteinian canine revenge by Chaz
Brenchley. Ashley Thomas's 'The Sea and the Statues' is a new spin
on Medusa with a nice twist. 'Bullseye' by Guy N. Smith features
two Nazis digging up the grave of :a buried, if not dead, SS officer.
'Striking Shona', by Carol Fenlon, takc:s a serial killer's obsessioo to
chilling extremes, whilst 'The Black Chip Game' by John Mor.iilec is
a ta.le of high stakes, re,·enge and suicide poker.
Peeping Tongue #28 includes two pages of readers' comments :and
even 1hc advens manage to surprise-the Samarium have a sm:all box
adven. Peeping Tongue is a reliably good magazine with good
anwork; the illustrations are often as disturbing as the stories.

Visionary Tongue #9 (Hallowe'en 1997). ['Dark F:antasy for
the Millennium'. £8.60 fo r fo ur issues fr om 6 St Leonard's
Avenue, Stafford, ST17 4LT. Editor: Eloise Coquio. Cover by
C hcsa Potter and interior artwork by Ruby]
Visionary Tongue has a tough editorial policy which i,; apparent in
the high quality of the wri1ing.
'Dancing Day', by Liz Williams, is a skilful and winy retelling
of Lilith's Mirror; Lilith treats her errant daugh1er like any other
annoying teenager when she gets into difficulties possessing a mona.l
woman. 'Chance Meeting', returns 10 Lilith; this time in a mannered
retelling by Andrew Peregrine in which the spurned wife m:akes an
:alliance with Lucifer.
'Metanoia' explores the stranger in the night who confers
rebinh; an atmospheric v:ampire story by Caroline Higgins. Philip
MacCormac's 'Roses are Dead' features a gue51 who changes a
vampire's nature irrevocably (and not necessarily for the bener).
Lachesis January offers 'Hungry Children of the Spirit', a long story
about a different kind of vampire. Jiri, the main character, is
haunted by guilt over a lost lover and betrayed, only to find his
powers increased
'Sea of Lillies' and 'The House by the Lake' both explore
drowning and obsession in different ways. Jeni Barker's 'Lui Dance'
begins with a meeting of lovers and ends as some1hing far more
sinister. 'Leviathan', by RA Murphy allows whales a cold revenge
on 1he crew of a whaling ship.
Visionary Tongue has :a website at,
hup:/ / ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/viongue
OHelen Knibb 1998

\Ve hope to resume reviews of magazine1 on a regular basis, something
which Vector has neglected to do for a number of years. Potential
rniiewers 1ho11ul contact tlN featurts editon - Ed1.
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First
Impressions

Book Reviews
edited by
Paul Kincaid

Babel Handbooks
: l Gl,wcc jlwn Xo,,:hae

f).w;;.:in ,md Doom

Rosaleen l. o\"e
Yn)l111e Rou ssea u

Nor man Talbot

.1/ich,rt·l Fr,1r11 ,md the
F,mt.rsy of fa:;ryd,ty Life
.l/i11mas .H,troo11ed ,,ml
Pl.r11ct oft!Jl' M,nsrtpi,ds
Rl't.1·i.,t \\'ood-\\ 'om,111,
\\"olf,md Be,tr
~'"T

,11 ;

This is an interesting attempt to create a series of 'Readers'
Guides' to specific writers: slim {20-JOpp) but acute stucfies of
imponant writers by a stable of crit ics familiar to readers of
the late A,atralian R"'1n1.1 of &1enu Fiction and
contemporary Australian journals such as Smus. David Lake
has the difficult job of kicking off the series with a look at
71N Time M:1.r:hme. His problem is dealing with the volume of
material on Wells, distilling themes and sening the book in
its context. Lake does this well - not surprisingly as he is a
Wells critic who has edited the Invisible Man and Tix F,rn
Men ,n tM Moon. On the basis of this and what follows the
series would make a useful resource not only for general sf
readers but for schools and first year undergraduates. How
many of them would be reading Will iam Morris or Cherry
Wilder is a different matter, but they would certainly find
Lake's handbook a useful introduction to a book still to be
found in the academic canon.

Talbot on Morris, whose prose rom.a.nces are very much
an acquired taste, perhaps gives the most problems. The
summaries are good, offering interesting readings (e.g. Tix
Roo1s of tM Moun1ains as alternate-history in which the
Romans never conquered) and sideline glances at Morris's
contemporary class struggle in both that and The House of tM
Wo/fings which certainly illuminate the novels. However,
there is a slight sense of incompleteness about 1he account
and references to the ex-Valkyrie Wood-Sun as having
'broken her vows and gone into the environment business'
are unfortunately rather leaden altempts at wit. Yvonne
Rousseau offers a well-researched and fascinating account of
Cherry Wilder's science fiction (partly adapted from an
article in Foundation Spring 1992), locating Wilder's
human/alien scenarios in the strangenesses of Anglo-Ohic
settlement of Australia and New Zealand. In doing so, she
makes the valuable point (for re.a.de.rs in this hemisphere) that
1he Australian/New Zealand aperiences were quite
differtnt. There is a thought-provoking s«tion linking
lostness and abandonment to the Australian colonial
experience. As Rousseau focuses on Wilder's sf, there is
naturally no room to do more than mention Wilder's
superior fantasy trilogy beginning with A Princess of tM
Chameln.
Michael Frayn is a writer whose links with sf and famasy
as we know them are tenuous but Rosaleen Love shows us
that they are very real. She succeeds in pulling Frayn on my
personal 'to be read' list, discussing his gentle, fantastical
satire as examples of science-fictional extrapolation. She
seems to suggest, without using the term, tha1 Frayn is
almost a 'magic realist' writer who comes to sf's conclusions
19
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by the roundabout way in which do m;my mainstrtlm
British writers (panicul.i.rly writers of comedy). Finally,
Sylvia Kelso looks at the fantasy and science fiction of Sheri
S. Tepper, who has somehow become one of the more
controversial women sf writers. She puts a convincing case
for Tepper's inventiveness and importance as a social
fant asist, although a couple of unfonunate typos (''/"M World
for Won/ u For-or', 'Randall Jarrell ') seem to have crept in.
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Reviewed by LJ . Hurst
Starting from the outside in, these new softbacks have some
of the fin est original covers I've seen on Ballard and the trade-size shows them off. The 1994 Phoenix edition of Voices Of
Time had a Salvador Dali cover, and designers used Max
Ernst on his early Penguin editions, bu1 the Gary DayEllison coven on the two short-story collections Voic~ Of
T,me (1963) and Tbe Tnmmal &ach {1964) are superb.
Alt hough Ba1lard is an aut hority on the surrealists, Day•
Ellison's style is closer to the pop :mists such as Richard
H amilton. (Ballard would recognise this anyway, through his
work with the Institute of Contemporary An where he held
his own exhibition of crashed c.r.rs).
There is a page of bibliographic information about the
publishing history of the stories in Vo,m O/Time, but none
in Tnminal Buch. Unfonuna1ely, the bibliographic
information is inaccurate, unlike that in the 1994 Phoenix
edition. When Voicn 0/Time first appeared, Ballard had 001
collected all his tales of Vermilion Sands and two of them
appeared in the original Voices in 1963, which was o iled 71ie
Fo11r•Dimensional Nightmare. Later, he took the two stories
ou1 and replaced them with two new works, and it is that de•
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Reviewed by Gary Daikin
Moonw3r is the second volume in Ben Bova's Moonbase Saga
and follows on a short but unspecified time 2fter 1he events
of Moonme. The Moon is now the las1 bastion of
nanotechnology and, under the pretext of eradic:u.ing the
oudawed science and backed by the Yamaga12 corporat ion
which has a rival moonbase, the UN sends in a 'Peacekeeping
Force' to occupy the moonbase run by Doug Stavenger and
the Masterson Corporation. Leading the political opposition
is UN C hief Georges H enri Faure who, while publicly
fronting the populist moral high•ground, privately schemes
to assume control of nanotechnology fo r himself. With
Stavenger on the Moon are all 1he surviving characten from
Moonrise, now with the added romantic interest of Edith
Elgin, another of those do-anyt hing-for-a-story blonde lady
reporters ,;i,•ho are now a staple of every other would•be hard
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Funher handbooks - on C. S. Lewis, Michael Moorcock,
Tanith Ltt and Damien Broderick among others - are
planned, may even be out. This is a publishing venture which
deserves suppon: there is a dearth of accessible, reasonably•
priced introductions to many popular writers and these
handbooks should fill a gap.
Bahri Handbooks on F~ntny ancl S( Wntrn l·S, ASI0.00. A=bbk from
Nimrod Public::auo,u, PO Bo:11 170, Nu, Lambton D05, Austr.Ju.

Vermilionised collection printed here despite the implication
otherwise.
The inspired covers lead to 1he inspired contents. There is
an early chapter in Tbe Drowned World (1962) called
'Towards a New Psychology', and in many w-ays t he two
shon story collections are the best way into Ballard's
appreciation of it. But you can also do the opposite, because
while these three books give you dues 10 aallard's worldpicture, they do not give the solution to his puz.z.ling
attitudes. Ten years after these stories, you could see a
continuum through to The Atro<iry Exhibition and Crash, but
it is not apparent in 1hem.
But then take chapter titles such as 'The Causeways Of
The Sun' and 'The Paradises Of The Sun', and cross them
with the story 'The Reptile Enclosure', which is set on a
summer beach as 1he crowds wait like Gadarene Swine. In
1he story 1he waiting is satisfied by the launch of the la.st of
1he Comsats that will cover the Ean h, and the crowds walk
into the water as these satellites form an Innate Releasing
Mechanism which the crowds cannot resist. The seabed
becomes the ultimate dumbing down of the media
revolution, and this is 1he son of beach to which Ballard
would return, not just as a 'Terminal Be;iich' where nuclear
nightmares are worked out, bu1 also as the concrete dystopia
of Cocame Nighu - the holiday beaches s«n from another
angle.
If you have read Ballard then re•rtld him , and see all 1hese
different approaches joining and forming a bir,gcr picture. If
you have not read Ballard then this novel and 1wo collections
are a great way to Stan.

sf bloc.kbUSter series {set Afan, also by Ben Bova, Rama II by
Arthur C . Clarke and Gentry Ltt, and Peter F. H amilton's
Nighr's D3wn trilogy) . St2venger declares the Moon
independent and therefore beyond the terms of the treaty
outlawing nanotechnology. Faure suppresses the declaration
of independence and 'peacekeepers' with orders to shoo1-tokill besiege the moonbase, while inside 1he base a mercenary
assassin prepares to kill Stavenger.
It is to damn with very fai nt pnise to say that Moowu.u.r is
a considerable improvement upon its predecessor, for
Moonrise was a truly execrable book. Here 1he American TV•
style soap-operatics of bed and board meetings are
considerably less to the fore, with the plot focused around an
escalating conflict wh ich develops from psychological
manoeuvrings to outright violence. At 1his level, although
presented in simplistic terms, the narrative does generate a
degree of tension and excitement.
Unfonunatdy, the book is as ba.dly written as Moonrise
and the false premise which destroyed the final sect ion of
that novel here underlies the entire plot . It is clearly not
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plausible that a world-wide ban on anything as potentially
useful and lucrative as n:;motechnology could either be agreed
upon or, even if it was signed, enforced. Yet this condition is
necessary for Bova to have a story at all. At least he has
moved a degree closer to reality in having Faure exploit the
treaty as a mere pretext , rather than act upon it out of
ideology. However, the novel is often little more than a
polemic for Bova's espousal of American right-wing pro-theexploitation-of-science-at-any-cost libertarianism .
All the most competent characters are Americans, and all
the foreigners are either well-meant stereotypes, incompetent
or villains. Anyone who disagrees with Bova's point of view
is a 'nano-luddite', which roughly translates as a brainless
murdering crackpot zealot. The great irony is that Bova
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shows the very real dangers of nanotechnology as part of his
plot : our heroes use it to defend the moonbase :;md are very
careful indeed not to let any nanobots get inside the base.
Even so, anyone who opposes technology is an emotive
reactionary religious maniac. Clearly this is a technology
which really does allow you to have your cake and eat it.
What we have is a perfunctory SJI pages - less padded
than Moonrise, but still bloated by gratuitous descriptive
passages and inconsequential dialogue. The publishers have
further expanded the text by using an excessively large font,
giving the book something close to the look of a library large
print edition. Ironically, this makes Moonwar very difficult
to read. Having now twice suffered for Bova's an, I can
assure you that you don't need to.

Scott Bukatman

Blade R111111er
l\![ J1J- 1f'P!..-hhl\'.'.::~,1-:1'\l

I

Reviewed by Andy Mills

Reviewed by Andrew M. Butler

Sensa11onal Cyber Srories is an anthology aimed firmly at the
primary school age range, and thus is unlikely to be of
interest to Vecror readers, except perh2ps as a potential buy
for a child. Tony Bradman has collected ten short st0ries by
different authors, all with ;i computing theme. Each story is
told from the viewpoint of a child, which presumably meets
a need of its audience for an identifiable hero but does make
it more difficult for the authors to m2ke their story stand out
from the crowd.
This reviewer, removed as he is from the 8- 11 year-old he
used to be by a considerable number of years (and having to
hand no sprog of that age to provide expert comment) is
perhaps not best placed to say whether or not these stories
would excite their intended audience. On the whole, they
seemed nat and predictable (and mostly, it must be said, too
short); these are considerations which may or may not
impact o n children new to sf. A!! the stories are illustrated,
,rnd there is actually a fair spread of both subject matter and
approach.
Bradman's own story, 'Project Nemesis', is firmly in 1he
now tired and well-worn War Games mode - two hackers
access a Government computer and find only they can save
the world. O thers, such as Sara Vogler and Janel Burchen's
'Brian and 1he Brain', try a humorous approach; Li.urence
Staig br.r.vely tackles the subject of parental loss (' K'), whilst
Narinder Dhami, just as bravely (given the target audience),
tackles computer addiction with 'Off-line'. Emily Smith, too,
points out the dangers of technological reliance in her more
serious 'Across the Millennia·. Best of the bunch for this old
fogey were the final two stories. Helen Dunmore's 'The
Weather Man' has a genuinely menacing feel to what is quite
a quirky tale, and I have to hold my hand up and say that J
really didn't spot in advance the twist in the tale of Malorie
Blackman's 'Artificial Intelligence' .
Perhaps the safest bet would be to borrow this anthology
from the library . Given the rapidly changing nature both of
computer technology and childhood, most of these stories
will in any case date quickly. But if this book does succeed in
leading at least a few children interested in computers into
our wonderful world of written science fiction, then it will
have been of value.

Blade Runner, along with Citizen Kane and Casablanca, must
be one of the most written about films ever, and it seems at
times that there can't be anything left to say. But the
obsessive eye for detail that director Ridley Scon demanded
of his scriptwriters, designers and technicians, along with just
the right kind of continuity errors, seems to have granted it
the status of something which demands to be wrinen about.
Scott Bukatman had written about Blade Run11er before,
as part of his doctoral thesis published as Terminal Identity
(1993). This excellent and thought provoking book revealed
that he was as at home with situationist theory :is with
graphic novels, as well as having a sardonic way with
footnotes. His next project was to be an examination of the
sublime; of how the act of viewing a spectacular event is
foregrounded in the process of viewing. Dave Bowman is
seen watching the stargate; Roy Neary is seen watching the
Close Encounter.
Bukatman's twin themes in his short study of Blade
Ru1111er come together in a shot right at the start of the film:
an eye staring over the city. Eyes permeate the film: the red
eyes of the replicants, the sights seen by replicant eyes, the
blinding of the replicants' creator and so on. Even 1he use of
a voiceover can be seen to be a complication of viewpoint how can Deckard narra1e the film given that he's not in every
scene?
Along with Metropolis and Things to Come, Blade Runner
is one of the best sf films to be dominated by the cityscape
rather than outerspace. The film's recycling of old sets, is
part of its postmodern texture; its nostalgic use of 19 0s noir
to represent forty ye:irs in the future perfectly illustrates the
postmodernist co!lapsing of history which was being
formulated in the early 1980s.
And yet, rightly, Bukatman makes a case for the film as
modernist. The unreal city of Eliot, Conrad, Woolf :rnd
Joyce among others forms one blueprint; more importantly
there were the metropolitan visions of European, especially
German expressionist, cinema, whose directors formed the
heart of 19 0s film noir. The modernist city is "disordered,
heterogeneous, street-level'. Blade Runner's hovering between
the modern and postmodern, forty years ago and forty years
hence, are part of what has given it its critical longevit y.
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This is no more so than in the issue of whether Deckard
is a rcplicant or not. Buk,uman makes a convincing <2SC for
the undecideability of the proposition, and the leaving of the
choice to the audience. He notes a shift from 'humans have
fttlings' in Do Androuls Drum of £/«me Shttp? to the fJm's
'what has fttlings is human'. Bukatman oversimplifes the
book here, and I suspect is blind to Dick's own use of
deliberate ambiguity, not to ment ion his habi1 of being
sincere only at the time of speaking.
This is a compelling book, alt hough at times one is
overwhelmed with erudition - one moment the startling
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Reviewed by Colin Bird
After five years of silence, it says in the blurb, Glen Cook
resurfaced in 1996 with Bleak Sea.sons, the long-awaited
continuation of his popular cult series, 'The Black
Company'. This period in 1he wilderness contradicts 71x
Encyclopnfia Of Science hwon'5 description of Cook as a
'writer of considerable energy but little patience.' But now
he's set to bombard fantasy fans with anot her sequence and
no doubt will expand the tally of more than half a million
'Black Company' volumes currently printed.
h's difficult, as always, to review the second volume in a
fantasy sequence when one is unfamiliar with the backstory,
but in this <2SC Cook's She b 71,e Darkness is anything but a
plo1<hoked middle volume. Cook is no prose stylist and the
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Reviewed by Cherith Bald ry
Mulengro is a reissue of a book which first appeared in 1985
and while it would be unfair 10 say that it's showing its age, I
1hink de Lint is a more accomplished writer now.
M11lengro begins as a kind of detective story: someone is
murdering, horrifically, members of the city's gypsy
community and there is evidence that the murderer has
supernatural help. In the first half of the novel some
characters are under 1hreat while others try to discover 1he
truth; I found this compelling, but the impetus slackens in
the second half where the characters begin to converge on the
forest where the climax is to take place. There's too much to•
ing and fro-ing; the death of at least one important character
slips by wit hout the sort of emphasis a reader would expect,
and the final confron1ation between good and evil seems
curiously weak. Mulengro looks at the theme of the outside
with some success, except perhaps in the identification of the
murderer - I can't say more without spoiling the mystery.
Another theme, of leaching out evil through forgiveness - an
idea which I believe in profoundly - is less successfully
embodied: it's easy enough to forgive someone you have
already defeated.
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information that Ridley Scou directed episodes of Z·Can, 1he
next a brief thesis on D,me. Certainly the assumption is there
that the reader is very familiar with the film. The colour
photos bring a se:nse of the beauty of the film, although their
placing and captions may be less than perfect at times. A
complete credits list and extensive bibliography is very
useful, but alas there is no index nor comprehensive contents
list. But in the end, through erudition and brevity, the book
serves up Blade Rimner as something to argue and debate
about all over again.

scatological modern dialogue is a bracing change from the
normal off-1he-shelf archaic dialects that so many fan1asy
writers use without thinking.
Sm Is ~ Darltnm follows the fortunes 0£ the Black
Company as related by Murgen, ann.list and standard bearer,
who is able to utilise a sort of out-of-body~xperience to
roam above the baulefields. This unique perspective doesn't
seem 10 translate into as much of a tactical advantage as you
would think, a b.pse in Cook's otherwise admirable grunt'seye view of military fantasy. The sense of an army warily
advancing into enemy territory is very believably portrayed,
ah hough t his lends an aimless quality to t he narrative as a
series of indecisive battles and incidents seem 10 lead nowhere
until the story gets back on track at the climax.
h's unlikely that Cook will widen his audience much
-,.•ith this new addition to the series but long-term hns will
be well-served by another measure of stree1-sman fantasy .

Trad" 1 found much more impressive; in my opinion this
novel stands with de Lint 's best work. Max Trader, a maker
of musical instruments, Wlles one morning to discover that
he is inhabiting an unfamiliar body. The novel traces his
attempt to recover his own identity, which becomes 1he
discovery of what t hat identity really is. The story embodies
thought-provoking ideas of how far identity depends on the
physical body and how far out ward appearance can be
1rus1ed. I thoroughly enjoyed this book, and of the three it's
1he one I would recommend most highly.
There are places in Someplace to~ Flying where 1he style
is less accomplished, but the novel as a whole is challenging.
It takes the idea of animal people - the fim inhabitants of the
world, shapeshifters who are both animal and human - who
appear also in Tratkr. In this novel they take a central place
and de Lint imagines what would happen if their world
began to encroach on the everyday. h has 1he suspense of
Mufengro, except that this time we' re not trying to find the
truth about a crime but to put together different aspects of
t he whole and discern a pattern.
All t hree of t hese novels cover what might be thought of
as typical de Lint territory : 1he creative power of art,
particularly music; understanding of the outsider, whether
that means an ordinary person cu1 off for some reason from
normal society or someone cut off beca.use they are not
ordinary; along with that there is 1he realisation 1hat we
cannot survive alone. lf you only "W.llnted to read one of
these, I'd go for Trad", but it would be a pity not to read
them all.
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Reviewed by Daniel O'Mahoney
The non-fiction title here sums it up. The Book of lists is
ex-.i.ctly what it claims: it tabulates faru - imeresting, quirky
and dull - indiscriminately. The resuh reads like a final
stocktUe, it's an acknowledgement that Doctor Who, as an
unfolding text, has been exhausted. All that's leh is
brandname packaging, from which no idiosyncracy, no li£e
can esc.tpe. The sin of the sharecrop is that it betrays its
source.
War of tk D.tltks epitomises sharecropping. h's not
immediately apparent - the long passages recounting Dalek
back-story at first seems like poor infodumping - but in fact,
as comes clear when the plot finally unravels, the whole
book has been constructed to smooth over some bad
continuity from the TV series. Unsurprisingly, the resuh is a
contrived and spiritless space adventure (similar to some halfdoz.en D.ilek seri.ils by Peel's mentor, Terry N.ition). Theonly sensibility in e-vide-nce (aside- from guilty moments of
sexism) is the suisfaction of .i word<ount filled. Many pages
.ire given over to pointless ' interludes' designed purely to
show off the D.tleks, who here come in multiple shapes and
colours, rather like action figures. Like N.ation, Pttl's respe-ct
for his monsters outweighs his .ibili1y 10 lend them
substance; the effect is reductive as everything else in the
story is subsumed to them in an effort to puff them up. Even
the Doctor - the sharecropped-for-TV McGa.nn model - is
lifeless alongside them.

The Best Neu SF /J
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Reviewed by Edward James
Dowis hoiS now established himself as the best of the editors
of annual 'Best or collections: in part, of course, because he
is allowed so much sp.ice. There are 660 p.iges of stories here,
together with !viii p.iges of introduction, assessing the st.ite of
science fiction in 1996. It was a ye-ar which uw the magaz.ines
go through 1heir worst year for a very long time, and also
saw a slump in the s.iles of mass market p.iperbacks.
Nevertheless, Dozois found some room for optimism: such
.is .i small increase in the number of science fiction books
being published (in the USA) and .i sm.ill decline in the
fantasy and horror genres. But these stories, too, might offer
grounds fo r optimism: the standard is very high and, if my
memory and judgement serve, ra1her higher than in Dozois's
collections of the last two or three years.
A few statistics. There .ire twenty-eight stories. Nine of
them were fim published in Dozois's own magazine /sa.ac
Anmov'1 Sc,m.ct F1ct1on Magazine; one (Stephen Baxter's 'In
the MSOB' - which its title-page cleverly ascribes to Bruce

Illegal Aben also recycles old enemies - the Cybermen but is too canny to let them dominate the text. Nor do they
oversh.idow Tucker ,m d Perry's chosen location: London
during the Blitz is 100 real a pl.ice to be subordina1ed. The
result is amiable if not entirely successful: the plot is, if
anyt hing, even more contrived than Peel's and something of
his laziness infects the prose. The authors also lose marks for
deploying film-Nazi clichCs while expl icitly congratulating
themselves on treating the evil of fascism seriously (it bears
no comparison whatsoever 10 Lance Parkin's simil.irly•
themed just War). But while much of the story is stereotyped
- a mad scientist meddles with the unknown in a fun subplot
- the setting allows for some v.iriety and the occasional
evocative pass.ige. At its best, Illegal Alim geoer.ues a
sympathetic echo of an iconic city at a definitive historical
moment, and even th.it little light is precious when all the
other lifesigns have dimmed
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Two more in the ongoing series of Doc1or Who novelisations
coming out from the BBC. Kunaal fe.itures the eighth
Doctor and S.im and is set on the pleasure-world of Kunaal
where a conflio bet ween big business and eco-terrorisu .ire
only a blind for 1he real story, the Doctor's discovery 1h.it
1he long-dead wolf-like Jax are not ex1inct at all. ~ face of
the En""J, meanwhile, doesn't even feature the Doctor (he
and Jo have headed off for what would be the TV .idventurce'The Curse of Peladon}- We are left wi1h UNrr
comempl.iting co-operation with The Master in order to
overcome an even gre.ate-r threat.

Sterling!) comes from lnterzone; .ind three (from James
Blaylock, Robert Silverberg, and C herry Wilder) come from
Omni Onlmt, 1hus published on 1he Web rather th.in in
print. Stephen Baxter, Gwyneth Jones .ind Jan McDonald .ire
the only British writers (.i.ssuming that British-born Ch.irles
Sheffield has his American ci1izenship by now); and two
(D~mien Br~rick 2nd Cherry Wilder) come from Down
Under.
Picking out the highlights is no1 easy, and is obviously
going to be ,·ery personal. I very much liked 1he first story
by Tony Daniel (t he only author represented by two stories),
'A Dry, Quiet War' (from Aumov's), but didn't like the
second, 'The Robot's Twilight Companion' (also from
Asimov'.s). I loved Gwyneth Jones's 'Red Sonja and
Lcssingham in Dreamland', from Ellen Datlow's second
collection of stories about Ahen Stt, p.inly because the
opening WU so unexpected. (Had I remembered 1h.it
Lessingham was the 'hero' of E.R . Eddison's fantasies which I have a1ways found unreadable an~'.IY - I might
possibly have- anticip.ited the twist .) I also very much enjoyed
Gregory Fttlq's 'The Weighing of Ayre', "9.'hile .it the same
time wondering why on earth it was there. It was a ule of
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the Anglo-Dutch War of the e.arly 1660s, and of the pioneer
microscopist Leeuwcnhoeck. A wonderful story, and, yes, a
fiction about science and the possibilities of science, perhaps,
but a fiaion about science is not necessarily science fiaion .
The longest story in the collection, at 52 pages, ~
Gregory Benford's 'Immersion', from Sc,mu Fiction Age a
gripping story that could easily have bttn expanded into a
novel (perhaps it will be), about a man who becomes
addicted to living inside the br.i.in of a chimpanzee. Benford
has obviously been reading a good deal of primate sociology
and psychology, and, inevitably, t here arc comparisons

between ourselves and the high primates: in a sense, then, a
somewhat prcd.iaablc Story, but none the less, very effective.
ll is interesting how many of the Stories seem to go against
the trend of the later 1980s and urly 1990s, and deal once
more with the uotic worlds of the far future. Toby Daniel's
'A Ory, Quiet War', which I have already mentioned, was
o ne of those. Roben Rttd's 'Chrysalis' was another: a story
set in a time of exotic star-ships and species, a liulc
reminiscent of Cordwainer Smith. But everyone should find
something in chis collect ion; everyone seriously interested in
contemporary science fi ctio n ought to buy it.

All Kinds of Fantasy
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Th~ six novels are all fantasy, yet between them they show
just how diverse the gen re cm be. Marion Zimmer Bradley's
Witrhbght is what has ra:ently come to be known as 'New
Age' fantasy: that is, its story encompasses New Age belief in
the occult, crystals, meditatio n and the like. Winter
Musgrove, former Wall Street dealer, can remember little of
her past , but she comes to realise that the gaps in her
memory, the poltergeist activity t hat surrounds her, and the
conviction that she is threatened by some intangible horror
are connected to the ;1.rcane rituals performed by her and her
friends back in college. Her anempts to defeat the occult
forces that assail her make fo r a suspense-filled novel that
grips from start 10 finish.
In complete contrut to a fantasy set in contemporary
America, War of Ek Gods by Poul Anderson is an historical
fantasy , 2 retelling of Scandinavi.an legend th.at evokes the
brutality (not to mention the grime) of the Viking age. It
describes the life of Hadding, a Danish king who is r.i.iscd by
giants until he is old enough to claim his dead father's throne.
Anderson's frequent use of archaic words may not appeal to
all readers, but the novel is both atmospheric and gr.i.phic, it
is also refreshing to read 2 fantasy drawn from .a body of
myth that has been less plundered by modern writers than,
say, that of the Celts.
&tWttn tbe Riven by Harry Tunledovc is not based on
an actual historical epoch, but its scenario does bring to mind
the c;i,rly civilisat ions that grew up in the Middle East at the
dawn of recorded history. Sharur, a Smith's son, lives in a
land of riv;i,J, city states, most of which arc ruled by gods who
2ctually walk the streets and intervene directly in the lives of
their worshippers. Rivers are ruled by lesser powers, demons
and dust-devils infest the desert wastes, most human activities
- c:&rpcmry, baking, brewing - arc governed by minor
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deities; only the ans of the Smith are without a tutelary god,
being too young for their 'great power to h;1,.vc coalesced into
deities or even demons'. Sharur's city, Gibil, has won a
degree of autonomy from its god and has a human ruler, but
t his arouses the ire of t he gods of other cities who fear that
their worshippers will ;1.lso throw off their control. It is
Sharur who must find a way to divcn the gods' anger - and
r.i.ise the bride-price for his intended wife. This is .an
ext remely readable novel, original, credible and mo re
thoughtful than it at fim appears.
The world evoked by Yves Meynard's 71,e Book afKmglm
is that of medieval ro mance. Adelrune, a foundling, is r.i.ised
in a small , dull village under .a repressive religious regime. His
discovery of a book, an enchanted book, containing sto ries o f
the valorous dttds of knights, inspires him to run away from
his village and become a knight himself. This is an exquisitely
well-crahcd book written in elegant prose - few writers in
English show such mastery of the bnguage, yet Yves
Meynard, a Canadian, has already published six novels in
French!
More sweeping in style and scope is Gr.i.ham Edwards's
Dragon/lame, the concluding volume of a trilogy which tells
of the ending of an age of magic when the skies were filled
with dragons. Now the world has turned, nature replaces
charm, and only in a few places does magic linger. T hose
dragons that are left, those who have not succumbed to the
power of the Cult, must seek the secret of the Last Circle to
defeat the ~ii of the Flame. Despite iu stirring depia ions of
volcanoes, comets and battling dr.i.gons, and a r.at her clever
ending that explains the place of dr.i.gons in legend(!), I did
find this novel difficult to get into withou1 h2ving read its
preda:essors - if dragons are your thing, read Dragonchann
and Dr;Jgonnorm fim .
Fugitive Pnnce by J;i,nny Wuns is another later volume in
a series - volume fo ur of 71,e Wan of Light and llirkneu but it is also the first book of 71,e Allianrt of light. Being a
new chapter in an ongoing saga does make it accessible fo r 2
new reader, part icularly as anything vital that has gone
before is referred to in the text. Two half-brothers - Lysaer,
Prince of Light , and Arithon, Master of Shadow - have been
cursed by the Mist r.i.ith that they defeated to be always at war
2g2inst o ne another. To the dismay of the Sorcerers of the
Fellowship of Seven, Lysaer does seem to be inciting people
.against Arithon, using their fear of Arithon's mage-powcr.
Me.inwhile, the Koria.ni enchantresses have their own agend.l.
This is probably wh.at most people think of as fantasy: a
heroic tale of Sword and Sorcery featuring warriors, kings
and magic. Unlike many such books, it is a well•told, many•
Str.i.nded talc that leaves the reader wanting more.
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Reviewed by Colin Bird
Near future sf seems inevitably to revolve around the space
program as the totemic representation of 21st Century
progress. Writers pay lip service to terrestrial events, weaving
a bit of earthbound politics into their future histories , when
they rea!ly want to be out there; drifting in those shiny metal
canisters, grappling with delicious technical problems and
staking claims on all the unexplored real estate scattered
throughout the solar system.
Michael Flynn is no different. His Future History series,
of which Rogue Star is the second entry, centres on space
exploration but viewed from a surprisingly unglamorous
perspective. Whilst one plot strand, dealing with a manned
mission to an asteroid, is dealt with almost perfunctorily,
another, concerning the ramifications of a hawkish US
President reawakening the Star Wars program is more fully
realised. Despi1e tantalising glimpses of an 'arc' story
revealing possible extraterrestrial interference in the asteroid
belt, Flynn is much more at home with the nuts and bohs of
men toiling in space. Indeed, the story of Flaco, an orbital
rigger working on a new space station, is the most convincing
portrayal I've come across of the blue collar work ethic
1ransferred into space.
Rogue Star boasts a four-page dramatis personae of 95
characters, and Flynn manages to imbue depth into more of
the cas1 than you would think possible. For a hard sf writer
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Reviewed by Brian Stableford
fo

the Umd of Wmter is the story of Pippa Rede, a single

mother whose daughter is taken into care as a result of a
charges laid against her by a Fundamentalist Christian, to the
effect that she is a practising Satanist intent on delivering her
child to the devil's untender care. Actually, she is a witch,
but of a pu rely pagan and entirely virtuous kind; her accuser
has followed an age-old pattern by which anyone paying
homage 10 gods other than the ever-jealous Yahweh is held to
be a demon-worshipper capable of any imaginable evil.
Given the widespread popularity of modern paganism and
the fervour of American Fundamentalism, one supposes that
this sort of conflict must flare up at irregular intervals in
many of the United States. Pippa's astonishment is, however,
excusable given that she lives in an insular small town in the
north-east, comfortably remote from both California and the
Bible Belt. The text dutifully points out that there are legal
precedents in place which permit this kind of crazy
accusation to be fought, and even takes care to place the
details in the hands of Pippa's eccentric lawyer, but this is
not a novel of due process. Nor is it a wholehearted fantasy,
although the decor includes a dignified werewolf and a few
haphazardly-answered prayers. The author does not take any
great trouble to explain how things come out right - he is
content to send his heroine 10 the depths of despair and bring
her back again, carefully mapping out the psychological
phases of her ordeal, ensuring that events fall into step with
her changing moods by the simple expedient of saying so.
In tM Land of Winter belongs to a species of sentimental
fantasy which is as thoroughly American as the kind of

he has a surprisingly light 10uch and it's not necessary to
have read the previous novel, Fimtar, 10 follow the story.
The foreshadowing of future events is handled subil y and
Flyn n clearly has some sort of grand pLm around which to
develop this complex series of novels. Sure enough, the
words 'future history' are bandied about on the blurb and
accompanying literature and comparisons with Heinlein are
inevitable. For my money, Flynn is a much better wriler
than Heinlein but lacks some of the sheer storytelling
panache of his predecessor. Rogue Star is never heavy going,
it's too well realised for that, but it is difficult to focus on
such a fragmented, multi-viewpoint s10ry.
When the story is earthbound and Flynn deals with his
flawed heroine, company chairman Mariesa van Huyten (no
silly, politically correct nomenclature from this author), then
the persistently right-of-centre viewpoint does become a
minor irritant. But Flynn's aversion to the State doesn't
make Rogue Star an apologist text for rampant Capitalism.
Although his politicians are all untrustworthy and embroiled
in intrigue, the van Huyten Corporation, who are
altruistically reawakening the US Space Program, aren·t
much bener. It's !eh to the good old rugged Heinleinian
individual to save the day in a rather rushed ac1ion climax.
In this fasc inating book, full of incidental speculative
detail, Flynn even has room fo r 1he fashionable 'will a big
rock hit the Earth?' question. Hard sf is often authentic but
rarely this well-written and Fl ynn's future history looks on
course for enlivening the genre with intelligence and subtlety.

witchcraft its heroine practises and the kind of malign fury
which tries 10 punish her for it. It pays out its treacle by the
barrel and pitches its melodrama to match, like a Frank
Capra movie - in fact, very like the Frank Capra movie, lc's a
Wo11derful Life, which is also set at Christmas in a winterafflicted small town. The virtues and values the story
supports are a trifle less conservative 1han those which Capra
embraced but just as homespun. It is impossible acrnally to
dislike books of this kind, because their whole raison d·ttre is
to stoke up a fervent feelgood factor and watch it burn, but it
is wonh bearing in mind that miracle-working is extremely
easy for writers, who have godlike power over the worlds
within their 1exts. If a wri1er decides 10 answer his heroine's
prayers, he can do so without breaking sweat - but single
mothers and their lawyers have a far harder time of it in the
real world, and fantasies which simply choose to ignore 1hat
fact always run the risk of seeming counterfeit. I found the
book thoroughly readable and thoroughly inoffensive, but
my carefully-suspended disbelief kept lashing out with its
steel-capped boots, trying to remind me that all the touchyfeely nonsense in the world can't really cut through cold,
hunger and misery without solid material aid.

Glm1me1111g
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Reviewed by K. V. Bailey
The millennium is naturally too good an sf opportunity to
be ignored and Ms Hand uses it to create a novel of fairly
downbeat doom which is, nevertheless, a pleasure to read. An
apocalyptic starter is required, and this she places in a
notional (alternative? paradigmatic?) 1966 when a
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concurrence of ozone gapings and solar flares produces
catastrophic meteorologic.al upsets, a symptom of which is
that the sky goes perpetually on the blink - the hectic auroralike glimmering 0£ the title. From this event flow inter.ming
consequences, the magnification of all our ills: vira.l
proliferation, ultra violet radiation, intensification of cult
practices and terrorism, breakdown of transpon. and seivices,
depletion of resources. Deterioration escalates in the course
of a few years so that, as the millennium nears, life in New
York (the novel's main setting) becomes barely recognisable.
The cast of this erotically rich and infernal comedy (its
epitaph is from W.H . Auden's 'Hell') includes a boyishlyarrested singer of pop-pie-ty, a green terrorist mo le, a gay,
self-made bu1 now rundown millionaire, a pnctit ioner of
.alte-rnalive- medicine and her alcoholic husband, and a
beaut iful teenage Polish refugee, protCl;CC of a rut hless media
communications queen. The main locations are the
millionaire's decaying fa mily mansion, the coast of Maine,
and a vast, golden, pyramidal media untre near Times
Square. All of these, chancters and locations, are in the grip
of changes accompanying the glimmering.
The millionaire and his remnant family - grandmother
and housekeeper - live precariously in their fo nificd Yonkers
semi-ruin perched high :ibove the Hudso n. h provides :i
gr:indstand view of metropolitan desolation. They find o n
their overgrown estate, and take under their wing, the
wandering Polish girl who is then pregnant by the pop·
gospeller. He is washed up half-dead o n 1he shores of Maine
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Reviewed by Chris Hill
You could never mistaken a Diana Wynne Jones book as
bei ng by any other author. There is a certain quirkiness of
setting and style which makes her stand out from the usual
three-volume-generic-fantasy fare. H er new book is no
exception.
In an infinity sign-shaped muhivcrse the worlds are
secretly guided and protected by the Company of Magids.
One of Ean h's guides, Stan, has died and it is the job of the
junior Magid, Rupert Venables, 10 find his replacement
(although a disembodied Stan is still around to advise,
spending much of the novel res1rictNi 10 Rupert's c.ar,
listening to the stereo ...). His first contact with a candid:ne,
Maree Mallory, ends in.1.uspiciously so he uses m.i.gic to
arrange for all the others to be at a science fiction convention
over Easter. Unfon.unately Maree's uncle is one of the guests
of honour. In the meantime the world at the cent re of the
multiverse is having a revolution which will have a serious
effect o n Rupen.'s plans.
I am a big admirer of Diana Wynne Jones's work so it is
quite difficult for me to be as objec1ive about Dttp Secn:t as I
would like. It has the usual mix of humour and horror, magic
and reality. As always, fa mily is imponant. Maree is adopted,
her step-father is dying of cancer and she is living with her
fantuy-"9.·riting uncle, his rather sinister wife and charismatic
son. Rupert's two brothers are also M:agids and both have
their pan to play in the story.
For many people, it is 1he depiction of the sf convention
which will hold the most interest. DWJ has captured 1he
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but, revived, sails the mu1a1cd-monster-teeming sea to find
her. Tbere's a lot of death and diS2Ster, the chanlCters and
events ultimately converging on the Pynmid Cemre where a
pa.nying extravaganza is taking place ll the century turns.
Those bare bones are all of the plot I will reveal, sa.ve to say
t hat at a rarificd experien1ial level there is some1hing like an
upbea1 ending.
While most of the action takes place in New York, 1he
rur.tl Maine and sea voy:ige episodes are powerfully
complementary - subsistence rural living, matched by the
Jellahm life of Manhman's poor obseived as the small craft
finds harbour amid 'a shabby tman of decayed buildings,
collapsed roads, twis1ed girders and makeshift landings, glass
and s1eel towers erupting from behind the ruins like
spaceships from the desen'. The w:istel.and imagery is often
reminiscent of T.S. Elio1's Th-e Wam L:md, which is quo1ed
and evoked several times. One quote from that poe-m not
made bu1 which would be .i.pt is: 'These fr.i.gments have I
shored against my ruins'. It describes what Eliot does in
garnering the past to offset in beauty or irony an observed
desolation, and also what is done in Glimmermg through a
wealth of quotations ,md allusions - ballads, pop songs, folk
songs, Patience, Einstein , Nostrad:imus, The Crock of Gold,
Ben.rand Russell, 7be Blue Danube, the Dalai Lama. When I
s:iy 'quotations' I don't imply arbitr:iry insens, but an
integration which makes the novel (as a similar practice does
The Wam Land) both a dirge for and an echo of not o nly its
own decades but a century's, even a millennium 's.

atmosphere of a convemion pretty well, mainly with
affection. There is 1he normal difficuh-10-n.i.vigate hotel
(although this time there is a magicaJ ntion.ale fo r never
being able to find your room in the same place twice in a
row). Although I could not identify any of the members
wi1h any fa n in panicular, most of the attendees are
recognisable types (the Dutch attendee with an
incomprehensible sense of humour, the woman evaluating
everyone by their :iuras and determined to give anyo ne and
everyone a back rub, the irritatingly energetic and cheerful
gopher, filkers, and so on). Mind you, there is the 'eccentric
old man with the de-af aid'. I wonder...
Of course the masquerade makes a useful cover for 1he
occasion.al centaur ('Great costume!').
Apan from the :1.ge of most of the protagonim (and a few
bits of strong language) there is \"Cry little to difference
between this and DWJ's children's novels. Ultimately she is a
l.iw un10 herself {and long may it continue!). On the whole
this is a good novel. The climax is resolved a little too easily
perhaps and there is a coda (which explains something vitally
important which we do not see) which might have been
incorporated into the main body of the text, but these are
minor quibbles.
An enjoyable, fun read which I highly recommend.
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Reviewed by Chris Amies
In 1931 the American author H.P. Lovecraft published what
may be his bes1-known work, and certainly one of 1he most
typical of his style of dark paranoid fantasy: 'The Shadow
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over Innsmouth'. This story takes us to a decaying New
England seaport where, since the 19th century, the
inhabitants have been enacting unholy rites brought back
from the South Seas by Captain Obed Marsh. As a result
they have developed a hideous form of bodily transformation
in which they become less than human, and more adapted to
an aquatic life in the deeps of forbidden Yha-Nthlei ...
This seminal and nightmarish vision has influenced such
as Stephen King (in 'Jerusalem's Lot') and Bob Leman (i n
'Fee:sters in the Lake'). Neither of those stories is to be found
here, in this volume which starts with Lovecraft's original
and follows the fate of others who have become embroiled
with the story of cursed Innsmouth. What is here, as well as a
handful of chilling illustrations, is a collection of stories by
British authors such as Neil Gaiman, D.F. Lewis, Ramsey
Campbell, and Kim Newman. Some, like Basil Copper's
'Beyond the Reef', largely continue the story where
Lovecraft's ends; others, like Michael Marshall Smith's 'To
See the Sea', reasonably assume that other parts of the world,

Frederik Pohl

The Siege of Etermty
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Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas
The Siege of Eternity is the second volume in a trilogy, and
follows directly from the first, The Other End of Time. Those
who haven't read that needn't worry, since sufficient of its
gist is conveyed in the first chapters of this o ne for the reader
to grasp its essence. However, it's impossible to take the
story seriously.
Pohl's inspiration is astrophysicist Frank Tipler's recent
The Physics of Immortality, in which it was postulated that
when the universe has reached its moment of maximum
expansion and begins to recollapse to its original point
singularity, everyone who has ever lived will be reborn and
live forever. Needless to say, Tipler's colleagues promptly
dismissed his idea as utterly lacking in scientific rationale never mind basic plausibility and plain common sense.
One means of dramatising the idea might have been to
concentrate on it as an idea approached through (say) the
discussions of far future astrophysicists observing the
beginning of the recollapse. Instead, Pohl sets his story in the
near future, and introduces two species of aliens fighting each
other for the right to be worshipped as the gods who are
bringing about immortality (why, if it's going to happen
anyway?) and exterminating those species who either refuse
to bow the knee or prefer to worship their rivals (so that
when they are reborn in future they can be properly grateful,
perhaps?). As if this wasn't unlikely enough, the aliens speak
perfect American and are identified by the names of
American cartoon characters - which merely compounds the
si!liness.
In an XFiles/Dark Skies twist, one set of aliens is revealed
to be interfering with human DNA, planting bugs in
humans' heads, and may already be under cover on Earth
preparing to take over. The chief problem with such alien
conspiracy theories, however, is that while they can be made
to work on television where forward narrative momentum is
often sufficient to carry viewers over lacunae in plot logic,
they cannot be made to work in print where readers have the
luxury of reflection and the sl ightest auctorial stumble will

e.g. the coasts of Engl.md, could equally have been affected
by the Innsmouth heritage. 'Jack Yeovil"s 'The Big Fish'
reprises its author's fascination with the world of the movies
and puts a 1940s private eye up against something worse than
the Japs. Nick Roy!e's 'The Homecoming' abandons Marsh
and his cult entirely and treats the Deep Ones as a symbol of
the 'Invisible Hand' and the paranoia it engenders. (Given
the year of the original novella's appearance, it may itself
have been a metaphor for fascism and its growing appeal to
the middle classes of Europe).
Very often the lnnsmouth legacy is all too attractive to
the seeker: although at first repelled, the protagonist is then
drawn in to the web of the Deep Ones and wants nothing
more than to be one with watery Yha-Nth!ei and to evolve
beyond rough humanity. It is this, the sense that it is not a
purely external threat but one that comes from within, and
invites humankind's collusion, that gives Lovecraft's
paranoid mythos its power, and that of the stories that
follow it in this volume.

bring down the whole fabric of the story. Frankly, I think
Pohl was stumbling from the very first page.
One further point concerns the amount of time the
characters spend making and drinking coffee. Fifteen years
ago, lnterzone's film critic Nick Lowe suggested, half
seriously and half tongue-in-cheek, that the number of
references to coffee was a useful index of the author's degree
of interest in their story and that the more coffee the
characters drank the more the author demonstrated their
own desire for a break from the wordface. {It was called the
Thentis Index after 'the black wine of Thentis', i.e. coffee, in
one of John Norman's Gor novels.) The first third of The
Siege of Eumicy is dominated by coffee and, just like the
author, I had trouble sustaining any interest in the story.
Only in the second third, where the characters stop having
conferences with one another and start doing things, do the
coffee references disappear; but no sooner have we entered
the final third than the coffee is back (and intrusively so: after
one hundred pages without it, it's the sole subject of pages
208 and 210). With additional references to food - in the first
third it was merely sandwiches with unidentified fillings, in
the final third we get Caesar salads and Mexican frejitos - if
Pohl was as bored with his story as all this suggests, why
didn't he abandon it altogether?
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Reviewed by Andrew M. Bu tler
On Radio 4's Kaleidoscope recently, Kim Newman suggested
that Alien Resurrection is probably the best fourth entry in a
film franchise. Given that this is an elite whith includes
Omen, Police Academy and Friday rhe nirreenth, this is not
necessarily complimentary. To say that/ingo is probably the
best twenty-first entry in a book franchise is similarly
feinting wi1h damned praise - we're here in the league of
Perry Rhodan and TV tie-ins. Beyond twenty-one novels we
also have a quiz book, stage adaptat ions, maps, diaries,
audiobooks, compactbooks, figures, two cartoon films and
27
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even an illustrated screenplay. This latter is panicularly
cynical: it loses Pr.uchett's prose which is as vital to his style
as his dialogue, and most of any visual or aural gags 1hat
could com~ns.ite for the loss.
At the s.ime time, the Ducu.,or/d St'ries has come of age.
Both 1hie- lli,/y Alai/ and 1he O!Mnxr have bttn fulsome in
their praise, even if the buer's literary editor hasn't ye-t bttn
convinced 1h2t Pratche-tt is a Sh;ikes~are and Dickens for the
1990s. Who cares? Criticising Pratchett fttls akin to
criticising a glacie-r: it still kttps coming.
Many of the earlier Ducworld nove-ls we-reb,ldungsromans: a young character being tossed into a
difficult situation :md finding the- stre-ngth within themselves
to survive and triumph. Background texture :md plot
situations were provided first by memories of hack fantasy
and fairy 1ales, and then by Shakespe-are, silent comedy,
police procedural and so on. At least two of them - Pyram ids
and foterestmg Times - have taken an everyt hing-you•
thought-you-knew approach, co-op1ing Egypt and China
into the Ducworld mythos. (fhe lauer, as Andy Sawyer has
pointed out, misfires as it features 1he 'surprise· reappearanceof a char.mer who had been established as a Japan~ tourist.)
Children are banished from Jmgo, as the potentially
serious subject of war re~mers Pratche-tt·s palette (after ;i
narrowly avoided skirmish in Pyramids). Given the context
of the 1990s and the Ducworld, this offers us everything you
thought you knell.' about the Gulf War, with JFK and
Lawrence of Arabia thrown in for good measure. The
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Reviewed by John R. Oram
Jefferson Kopal is a member of a very influen1ial family
whott interests are firmly linked to the space navy. 'What's
good for the Kopals is good for the navy' - and both the
navy and his family are firmly steeped in tradit ion. To
become a member of the board of the family firm he first has
to become :m officer in the navy, and he fa ils. For political
reasons, however, he finds himself accepted into the navy,
and is sent on a perilous mission to subdue a race of cyborgs
who want inde~ndence from E.lnh. Bui all is not what it
seems, and Jeff is forced to decide bet-ween his fami ly, the
navy, and the 'cyborgs'. Soon he- is at the centre of a politica.l
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Reviewed by Sue Thomason
This is a si ngle-volume edition of three noYels by Judith
Tarr: Tbe Hall of tl,e Moun!Jlm Kmg (first published 1986),
The lady of Han•Gde-n (1987) and A Fall of Prmces (1988).
We' re in familiar fantasy count ry here-: small, hierarchical,
pre-industrial societ ies of human magic-users. Each novel
deals with a standard theme. In Hall, the- hidden heir brought
up in Foreign Pans returns to claim his kingdom, pass from
childhood to adulthood, and reveal himself as a hero and a
magic-user {he·s the son of the Sun, which helps) . In lady,
tht' hero wins his bride, and in Fall the son of the original
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appearance of a new island brings con Oict between Kl;11ch
and Ankh-Morpork, funher escalaml. by a political
assassination. Captain Vimes of 1he City Watch views bot h
assassination and war as crimes, and thus as pan of his brief
to solve and stop respectively. The City Watch regulars s-ttm
to have replacied the Witches in Pratcheu·s repenoire and
cenainly their antics are enjoyable enough to read about.
The Lawrence of Arabia parallels best display the
strengths and weaknesses of 1his novel. Pratchett's strength
lies in an elasticity of realism. At one point Vimes holds a
burning ember in his hand: 'The trick is not to mind that it
buns•. Peter O'Toole played the same- trick over thiny years
ago, but here it's undercut by Vimes obviously minding:
'Damn damn damn! Has anyone got any cold water?' The
novel contains dozens of moments such as this; but at the
same time, a decades-old movie hardly seems a brave target
fo r uti re. Si milarly, despite Saddam Hussein's best effons,
the Gulf War and the supergun affair have made that
transition from current affairs to recent history that means
the satirical parody is a toothless pastiche - nos1algically
2musing in its own way, but too comfonable 10 change or
challenge the world.
And yet, I look forw-ard to the twenty-second entry in
1he series and hope that, in his move 10 Corgi, Pratchett will
continue- to grow in stature as writer and satirist , and resist
1he leavening commercial pressures that threaten to engulf his
comic enterprise.

intrigue, with himself as a pall.'n whose life is expendable. In
fact, as far as his fami ly is concerned, he- would be better off
dead. How he resolves the sit uation, and turns it to his own
advantage, is something I will not go into.
This story is another of the 'Jupiter' series of Young
Adult novels, but, like the previous book (which I reviewed
in V«lor 197), it's a well written story with believable
characters. The science is not just info dumping, but is well
explained as pan of the co nversations of some of the
characters. Even / could underst:md what was being said, and
I'm not exactl y a hard science fiction fan. If the author.1 of a
cenain book wit h Tiber in the tide had written even half as
well as this, I wouldn't have fallen asleep. Forget the Young
Adult t:i.b, this is good writ ing by any standards.

hero achieves his own destiny and the end of his parents'
rule.
All 1hree books are ·growth stories', in which a central
characte-r passes from youth to adulthood, unskillfulness to
mastery of a craft, ignorance to wisdom, and innocence to
ethiDII maturity. The structure and cenainty of such stories
makes them comfoning and instructive reading for people
who aren't sure of their own place in society, who feel the
world often doesn·t make ~ nse, who foe! stupid, clumsy or
v:tlueless :md who are looking for an escape from all this.
Adolescents, in other words, and all who haven't yet healed
from adolescence.
And the5e three novels have another debt to adolescence:
the animating energy of each story is desire, 1h:n
characteristic mode of adolescent sexuality, an intense,
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passionate but somehow diffuse feeling whose goal is not
consummation (orgasm, marriage, whatever) but simply to
prolong the imaginary, almost-perfect, delicious torment. h's
an essentially passive state; daydreaming as opposed to doing
anything about finding or creating a real-world relationship. I
have no idea how the spectrum of women's sexuality 'really'
differs from men's, but I'm sure our culture sees this kind of
erotic fantasy as women's country - I'd expect more women
than men to enjoy Tarr's novels.
Obviously, to prolong desire over 250-odd pages per
novel, there needs to be some believable barrier to
consummation, so Tarr gives us three different takes on
Young Forbidden Love. Hafl sets social and gender barriers
between the squire V:1din and his king, the young hero
Mirain. Lady shows Elian of H an-Gilen torn between
attraction 10 her foster-brother and to the heir of the enemy
Asanian Empire (she also has to resolve conflicts between
duty and desire). And Fafl centres on the relationship
between Mirain's son, Sarevadin, a celibate priest of the Sun,
and H ire!, son of the Asanian Emperor who has been given
the finest training in the An of Lovemaking a decadent coun
can provide. (After an e:1rly chapter wandering naked around
the countryside together, they spend nearly 300 pages trying

Shen S. Tepper

Tbe Famzly Tree
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Reviewed by Steve Jeffery
Tepper is always an interesting writer. Her strengths, and her
faults, are considerable, but there is always something to
engage with.
Her strength is sheer storytelling. Her faults are a
tendency to twist her characters out of their roles to deliver
loaded eco-political messages out of the author's own mouth.
The two have become inseparable through almost all her
work since the True Game series. Tepper is a political writer
with a strongly femin ist agenda in planned parenthood and
the ecological consequences of unrestrained growth, and her
novels can be seen as a series of arguments and questions
posed through the medium of fantasy. When the two are in
balance, as they are in the 'Hobbs Land Gods' trilogy, A
Plague ofAngeh and, more arguably, in Beauty, Tepper can be
both a delightful and provocative fantasist.
The problem with The Family Tree, if it is such, is that it
is almost impossible to discuss the plot without dumping in a
huge spoiler. The central theme of the book rests on a
wonderful sleight of hand and a moment when you realise
Tepper has pulled a delightful double bluff to subven a
number of genre expectations.
Of all things, it is the reaction to a small and persistent
weed growing out of the doorstep that shakes Dora Henry
out of her loveless marriage to the fanatically neat and
orderly Jared. In frustration, Jared attacks the weed with an
arsenal of chemicals and ends up fighting for his life in
Intensive Care. Then the suburbs around the city are
overtaken by a fantastic outbreak of trees which appear to
spring up overnight. The growth follows a strange pattern:
roads are blocked except to buses and bikes; unused buildings
and rooms are taken over; the trees defend themselves against
attack but otherwise seem benign.

not to think about lovemaking, until Tarr cheats and lets
them get married when, of course, the plot promptly
deflates. Perhaps some women have more fun thinking about
Two Men Not Making It than some men have thinking
about Two Women Making It?)
Like many fantasies, Tarr's novels express moral values in
terms of Light and Darkness. Mirain, the young hero of Hall,
is the son of the Sun, the God of Light, and his task is to
suppress the worship of the Dark Goddess (we know this
must be Evil because it involves blood sacrifice) and to unite
the world under enlightened rule. Lady suggests that
continuous uninterrupted (sun)l ight might not be an ideal
state, and starts talking about a balance between light and
dark, day and night. In Fall, a structure of paired light and
dark mages is evolving, but the book never really gets to
grips with whether 'light' and 'dark' must, or should, equ,lle
with 'good' and 'evil ', though it does suggest that 'evil' may
necessarily have to exist in order to define 'good'. Sadly,
there is no more complex ethical discussion anywhere in the
novels - an opponunity missed.
In summary, these are B+ examples of their genre; not
over-written, with a reasonable depth of setting and
characterisation, and competently plotted.

A second storyl ine then opens in what seems a more
traditional fantasy sening of a Middle East caliphate, where a
young slave, Opalears, is instructed to accompany the
Sultan's eldest son, Saphir, on a quest, and to keep him out of
possible harm's way of a number of the Sultan's wives.
Elsewhere, Prince lzakar, trainee sorcerer and secret
historian, discovers some intriguing - and probably heretical
- things about the past, and sets out on his own quest. This is
fairly traditional quest fantasy plotting. The two groups will
meet and join up, friendships and distrusts will develop.
Along the way they will take in a small group of odd, but
charming, commoners as companions, and who hold a series
of prophecies that would seem pertinent to others in the
band. At this point you are tempted to start ticking off the
entries in The Tough Guide w Fantasy/and. But Tepper is too
clever for that and she's already ahead of you, with enough
dues that this is not be taken at face value. And when Old
Mock, the librarian, remarks to Prince luy that his intended
journey has al l the signs of a standard Hero Quest and makes
a distinctly post-Freudian comment about the phallic
symbolism of the H ero's sword, you know the game is up.
But the real cruncher comes when the companions reach
the end of their journey and their story intersects with that
of Dora H enry's, and I'll leave that to you if you (as I didn't)
spot any of the scattered cl ues leading up to it. From this
point the story then takes off at a complete tangent until you
feel Tepper may have run out of surprises to pu!l out the bag.
She hasn't, although the ending is rather weaker and more
traditional than it might have been, but entirely in keeping
with the several fairy tale elements on which she has
structured this tale.
Like Michael Swanwick, in The Iron Dragon's Daughter,
and her own A Plague of Angels and Beauty, there is bolh a
playful and subversive use of fairy tale and fantasy elements
to tell another story. T his is Tepper back close to the top of
her form, with the sheer strength of a master storyteller
shining through.
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Reviewed by Lesley Hatch
The Castle ofOl,/iv1on is a strange little book :rnd one which,
given the subject malter (a deserted Earth on which there is
but one building inhabi1ed by thrtt people, one of whom is a
prisoner), I did not think I would enjoy. And yet, from the
moment I encountered the 'hero·, Almeric, and his sinister
se:rv2nt/jailer, Manes, I found myself unable to put the book
down.
Initially, Almeric struck me as a r.llher pitiful figure,
exclusively dependent on Manes for his every need, but it
does not take him long to begin asserting his independence,
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Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
In 1885, Richa.rd Jefferies's After Londo11 presented a postcatastrophe future in which London has been reclaimed by
wilderness, and the surviving fr2gments of humankind have
created a rough, quasi-medieval society. ln 1997, Ronald
Wright's A Sonmfir Romanu presents a post-catastrophe
future in -..•hich London has bttn reclaimed by wilderness,
and the surviving (r:1gments of humankind have created a
rough, quasi-medieval society.
Wright openly acknowledges his deb1 to Jefferies, and also
quotes Wells's The Tmu Machint (1895), M.P. Shiel's ~
Purplt Ooud (190 1) and Mary Shelley's ~ I.Ast Man (1826).
The title, A Scinu,fic Romanu, is very carefully chosen. But
this novel is more 1han simply a hodgepodge of references
plundered from the science fiction or the l.1S1 century, though
it is, perhaps, let down in the end by following its models
too closely.
We begin in con1empor2ry London, a city, indeed a time,
presented in dismal colours. Our narrator was a student a1
Cambridge where he entered into a friendship with Bird, a
working class upstart with dodgy conne-ctions -..·ho never
quite makes it. and bu an affair with Anita, who h~
previously bttn Bird's lover. This complex relationship
srrves as the motive force for the novel, but is never resolved
- testimony to the trulh of the story, but uns;11isfactory in
terms or the structure of the fiction. In time Anita dies, or a
disease that is never defined but which may be CJD: David,
the narr:1tor, tries to discover the truth but in the end only
finds out that he also is suffering CJD. His eventual death is
one of the few certainties hanging over the entire book.
In the meantime, David is the curator of a small museum
of Victorian technology, and in this role comes upon a letter
written by H.G. Wells shortly before his death. This reveals
that the time machine was real, ""'aS in fact invented shortly
after the publication of the novel by a Russian woman who
was a student of Nikola Tesla, and the machine is due to
return to an address in London at the end of the century.
Convinced it is a hoax, he nevertheless decides to investigate,
and lo, the time machine does reappear, sans its Russian
passenger but with all her clothes (still warm) . He decides 10
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something which d1SConceru Manes :r.nd results in him
formulating a plan of action to sufle :r.ny :r.mbit ions Almeric
has in this respect. Unfortunately, he reckons wnhout
Almeric's accidental discovery of a means by which to
combat anything Manes can do to him, and the ways in
which Almeric rebels are ingenious and intriguing. Because of
this, by the end of the novel I found myself actually pitying
Manes _while at the same time admiring Almeric for his
enterpnsr.
Told in a simple, direct style, the story is fast-moving ;md
enthr:1lhng, and ends very much on a cliffhanger, nuking it a
worthy surt to the trilogy. Martin Wilson is a new author to
me, and I look forward to reading more of his work.

repair the machine and follow her into the future.
Thus the first, most complex and most satisfactory part of
the novel. In the next sect.ion we are transported 500 years
into the future to find a London choking in tropical jungle
and not :i single human soul in evidence. Our narrator's only
companion 1hroughout this lengthy section is a jaguar. A
Sciemif,r Romanu is Wright's first novel, but before this he
has wriuen two books about the Americas, one of which,
Time Among the May..i , -..,as notable for some superb
drsc:riptions of life in the jungle. That scnsr of colour, of the
richness of tropical life, does not desert him here and this
section is beautifully written as D.tvid slowly begins to
discover enigmatic dues about the nature of the catastrophe.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to sustain a story wi1h only one
character and eventually Wrigh1 sends him Nonh in a quest
for other human survivors. These he finds in the third and
least successful pan of the book in the wilds of Scotland, one
tenuous liule community tha1 is clearly on the edge of dying
out. Here he finds himself wrine.n in10 a ucrificial role in
their drama of barbarian life washed with memories of
civilisation.
Each of these sections seems to iell a separate s1ory, and
none is fully or satisfactoril y resolved. A brief coda brings
the novel to a conclusion, but we are left wondering about
the Russian tempunaut who has not put in an appear2nce,
about the circularity of David and Anita's CJD where the
circle has not b«n completed, about the romance of the title
which hangs forever incomple1e. These are not quibbles, they
are fundamental Aaws in the structure of the novel. At the
same time, we should not let these problems distr:1ct us from
the very real vinues of the novel. It is, for a start, a very fine
piece of writing; 1he sheer enioyment of reading is enough to
carry you through the book wit hout being other than
peripherally aware of iu shoncomings until you think back
on it later. The characterisation is good, the ~riptive
power of the midd1e section is superb, and the drama of the
first section keeps you eager for more (and all the more upset
that so much remains unresolved). Moreover, no small thing,
here is a novel from outwith the genre that does not stomp
heedlessly through its sensibilities but which displays a very
thorough knowledge of its tr:1ditions and motivations. h will
be interesting 10 see. where Ronald Wright goes from here.
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A.A . Attanasio - Ce11t11ries
NEL. 1997. H7pp,£6.991SBN O3~0 66i,OO 5

Revi ewing this novel surYey ing th e next
millennium in VJ97 , Jon Walbce said·
' Att ~1usio handles this breadth of vision wi th
breathlcn case. H is pon:r:iyal is almost offhand, his characters are ;ii; bewildered or at e:i.se
with the evenu swinging round them :is they
should be in the circumstances. The events
them selves ue as pb.usible :is any th at c:m be
inferred for the next thousand years:

Mark C hadbourn - Sduorman
G<:,lbne2. 1997. J52pp.£16.99 ISBN0575 06480 3
A new horror novel by a British author who
hu t._·ice bttn nomin:i.ted for the British
Fantasy A"'·a rd. In this insunce, a burnt-out
city whin-kid recuperates in an old house
where he spen t pan: of his childhood. only to
disturb a childh ood nightmHe.

Ted Edwards Second Edition

disillusioned idealisi Hap Collins and black,
g;iy, Vietnam vet Leonard Pine. Revie..,•ing one
of the earlier novels in the se ries in V19J ,
Antony J. Shepard said it was: 'well-paced.
violent, but never gratuitously. and full of some
of th e funniest dialogu e you'rt like ly to find in
a serious noYel."

Ursu la K. le Guin - A Fisherman of the
Inland Sea
Visu. 1997, 19lpp.£5.99lSBN0575602392

A collca:ion of right smrics, induding thrtt
that return 10 her earliest sf unive=, the
Ekumcn ...-hich featured in almost all her
fiction up 10 and including ~ D1spoJSCSsal.
The collection is also notable for a typically
thoughtful introduction Le Guin. Reviewing
1he collection in V\9J. Barbara D avies
co ncluded: 'h looks like Le Guin' s
inventiveness and playfulness arc sti ll thriving.
I'm glad to s;iy".

George R.R. Mart in -A Game of
Thron e,
Vi>Y.1/1"", Will, 69,pp, £6.99158.',,' 000 6479U X

Book One of Man:in's ambitious fantasy series.
"·hich ce\!s of dynastic s1n.iggles for 1hc Iron
Throne, it was hailed by Steve Jeffery in V192
'This is preny much the !;tuff of w id escrcen
epic fant :i.sy. well deliYe red and competently
mid. Man in manages to keep track of a sitnb!e
cast ... and it finishes. if not on a cliff.hanger
then 11·i1h enough threads lcfi hanging 10 carry
the action through imo the next volume.'

Mark Pepper - Man on a Murder Cycle
Hoddn & 510,,glxo.,, 1997, -IOJrr, f.lf..SISI
ISBNOH0696!JO

H orro r noYel about a failed au,hor ._,ho at bs1
finds success wi1h a book he didn'1 actually
write. Of course. the rea! author is dead ... then
people Start being killed by a character S1riigh1
out of th e book

X-Files Confidential:

littkBrown,1997,Jl6pp,£9 .991SBN03166H580

First published in 1996 and no"' revised to
include Snics 4. this is essentially a detailed
episode•by-episode listing. along with 'The XPh,le Encyclopedia" and articles about the two
main sta rs and C hris Ca n:cr, the creator.

Steve Erickson - Amnesiascope
Qumet.1997,225pp,£! 0.00lSBN0 70~3805l6

Erickson's fifth noYel brings together elements,
characters and obsessions from all his previous
books. As cvn it is a tale :i.bout the failure of
1he Amtrican Dream, played out in a ruined
bndsc•~. in this case a curiously postapocalyptic Los Angeles ringed by fire :i.nd
broken imo • series of disiinct 1imc zones.
Rtvio,ing the book -when it fi rst came out in
America, Paul Kincaid s,aid, in V191 :
'Amna1aKOpt is an uncomfortable comedy. but
as always there is" mythic power underlying
Erickson's shattering vision and someti mes
aw k..,•ud prose which makes this a forceful :i.nd
involving book."

De:an Koontz - Fear Nothing
Hndl, nc, 1997, 373pp, £16.99 ISBN O H72 20:>S 7
Since he changed from writing science fiction
to ho rror. Koontz has become one of the
word' s top-selling authors. In this new nov el he
tells the story of a man suffering a rare genetic
diso rder which means hi s skin and eyes cannot
be exposed to sunlighc, so he lives exdusiYely
by night.

J oe: R. U n sdalc - Bad Chili
GoUancz, l997,292pp.~.991SBN0575065l46
The latest in L:an!dale's series of novels about

T:m ith Lee - Vivia
WarncrBoo k,, 1997,395pp,£6.99
ISBN075 l52135 l

First published in 1995 and on ly now seei ng a
paperback edi tion, this is another lush,
decadent novel from T an ith Lee of whic h Paul
Kin c;iid said (in V IS• ): 'This is life - or living
death - a.s a 1orttirc garden, a place of amoral
sexual cruel ty where excen is the norm simpl y
because n~ne, characte rs or au thor, has
retained :i.ny grip on reality. This is a fevered
uip imo a fevered imagination.'

Anne: Rice: - The Feast of All Saims
Am>1.", /997,MOpp,£J.99/SBN0099269 47 l

First published in this count ry
typ ically exo tic, Gothic tale
New Orleans and concerning
of Colour in this slave state in
the Civil War.

in 1982. this is a
set, as ever, in
the Fru People
the years before

Sci-Fi Ch:m nel: True Life Encou nters:

Alan Baker - UFO Sightings
Ono.,Mr.(1,1, /997, 19/Jpp, f.9~9/SBN07S18 1 218 I

John & Anne: Spencer - Alien Contact
Or,on,11,Jo,, /997,JHpp,£9.99fSBN07511l 217 3

Brian Lumley - 77u flouu of Doors:
Second Vi1it
lloJdn-{,S/o,,g/Hon,l'J1l,40'Jpp,L16.99
/SBNOH070l239

In this sequel 10 ~ Ho11~ of Doon the alien
Sith of the Throne is back with a deadly nc11:
game that will, once more, dceide the fate of
1hc Ean:h

Ian McDonald - Sacrifice of Fools
Vi,u. !997, 286pp,£~.99 ISBN 0575 60059 4
Bcl f:i.st•b:i.sed writer [an McDonald uses alien
visitation to di ssect the Troubles in Non:hern
Irela nd in wh at is probably his most persona l
book to date. The arrival of the Shian has
imposed peace between the comm unities. but
has not healed the divisions. and when a Shian
family is ritually murdered it highlights how
many divisions there are. Writing about the
book in V193 G ary Daikin nid: •Jt is a bleak
vision which hovers on the edge of des pair, but
thankfully refuses such cowa rdlin ess. A
provisional repon: from the midst of an uneasy
peace, perhaps? But only a small s1ory from a
much more promising ._,o rJd ',

Keith Tutt - Unexplained Natural
Phenomtna
Or,onMtdu. ISISl7, JIOpp.L9.99/SBN075-!ll 216S

h U. i1 has 10 be s:i.id. disturbing but all 100
predict;iblr th:i.t tht Sci-Fi (sic) Channel'$ first
outings into publishing should be not scitnce
fiction, :is their name might suggcs1, but
Fon:ea na or, more accur::atcly in ou r modern
age, X•phi!i a. That nid, th ese three
introductions to some of th e mos1 common
types of strange encount er are wri tt en by
recognised au thorities, and sel'\·e as good
introductions to anyone taking an interest in
this son of subject.

Thom as Richards - Star Trek in Mytb
and Legend
Or,onMrdu, 1997, II/Opp, f.1~.9t !SBN075280 799

~

A critical study of Star Trek and iu n ri ous
spin-offs which looks at how the series uses
story devices drawn from or refl ecting litenry,
mythic and legenda rr sources, how th e social
history of the Federation parallels anu~I world
history, and how the talcs of wonden, man·ch
and mir::adcs appnl to the sense of religion.
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Sheri S. Tepper - Gibbo ,.•s Ikdinc and
Fall
1-·..,..,..,..1Y'J7."6jpp.£6."ISIN00064'?686
Shonl,ned for th.- 1996 Anhur C. Cluk.-

A.,.,rd, this no,·.-1 suns .u 3 deuiled ponr.tit of
1h.- v.-ry nurfu1ur.-,nd .-ndsup nan epic
nruggl.- m 1h.- etem:i.l .,.u ~1.,.ttn m.-n :a.nd
.,.om.-n. In Vi93 Sieve P:almer comm.-nted:
'don'1 lei th.-se weighty topics put you off, the
;iuthor is r.-nowned for hcrs1ory1elling:abili1y,
which s«ms to her 1s nuurJ! :as speiking ...
Though itise.-ruinlyworth rnding.itc1rries
Jheivypunch."

dur ref.-renccs to 1he work of WilliDn Bl;ik.-,
was rtv,cwed by Ch.-f11h B:a.ldry in V1'1S. who
concluded: 'Though the book is difficuh, n
rqu.ys the dfon m:agniftttntly. I f.-lt dttply
involved in iu world, ev.-n though, as with
,1P'(.otfy. I fttl th:at thtre"s much more to ~
piclttd up from ;1 second re~ing. And though
the book's conclusion is stunningly suisfying,
1h.-r.- u.- .-nough quenions 10 suggest that
Mic hie! Williams might ~ pbnning ;1 third
volume.I hope so.'
Oougbs E. Winte r (Ed) - Millennium
Vii)"K"',l'J'Jl,O0pp,L6.Y'J/S8N0OOM98l}7

Mich:ad Willi:ams - Allamanda
Nn.o &ixiu.J. L,J,,.,ry, IY'Jl, 4¼ pp, U.Y'J
ISIN0).4067H90

Th.- :iequd to ,1m,dy, an ebbouu, fantlly wi1h

A eollKtion of linked sho n stori.-s exploring
the course of thit ccnlUry by Poppy Z. 8ri1e,
Joe R. Lan.d.:a.le, lum!lty D.mplk,11 :md Cliv.Buker :1mongo1hen.. In V1'1E.,John Newtinger

described it as '1.-u than the sum of iu puu.
The eollKtion Ktu~lly h:u less holdu1g it
togt'ther than most 1hem;1tic volum.-s.
mandering .:a.long .,,i1hou1 rc.:a.lly gnung
:anywh.-re.'

Timoth y Z:ahn - Star Wan: Spcctn- of
thcPa5t
&,,11.,m,

l'n7,.}Upp.,l!..'nlSBN059}0}990~

Yet :another novr\ set in 1h.- S1,u W,rrJ universe.
In thison.-the Empire is on the brink of final
colb psc, but that has set new strains in thr
system of ~li:ances that is the New Republi c.
Han and Lei1 h1ve to b111le to preserve the
New Republic in 1he face of 3n inexplicable
thrntfromthep:ut.
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